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OPINION 

I. Introduction 
By this decision, we formall}' approve the proposed overlay relief plan for 

the 415 Numbering Plan Area (NPA) based upon review of the alternatives as 

presented to the CoI'nn\issiol\ by the North American Numbering Plan 

Administrator (NANPA) by transmittal letter dated Decen\ber 18, 1998. The 

415 NPA currently serves a portio)\ ,of Local Access Transport Area (LATA) 722 

principally located in the City of San Ftandsco and portions of Marin Counties. 

The 415 NPA boundt'lries including rate centers and exchanges arc illustrated on 

the Appendix A map of this Order. 

111e 415 area code was introduced in California in 1947. The 510 and 

650 area codes were split from the 415 NPA in 1991 and 1997, respectively. The 

. remainitlg 415 area code, covering San Fr<\r\dsco and rYfarin Counties, still 

requires additional relief to meet the industry's projected exhaust date of second 

quarter o.f 2000. Accelerated growth in th~ 415 area code will require continued 

use of extraordinary conservatiOl\ measures by the industry to ensure available 

NXX codes Inst until first quarter of 20tH. TIle demand for lllll'l:\bering resources 

in the 415 NPA is being stimulated by the introduction of competition in the local 

exchange market and accelerated denland for new services and rapid changes in 

technology. 

11\e process for implementing new area codes in California is covered both 

by stille statutes, applicable COlllmissio)\ decisions, and industr}' guidelines. 

California state statutcl)rescribes requirements for customer notification, 

establishment of new NPA boundaries and transitional dialing periods. 

II Affected subscribers" must have written l\otke at least 24 months prior to the 

introduction of a ncw area c<;>dc. 
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\Ve have formu1ated statewide policies regarding area code relief through 

a series of decisions since 1995. Area code relief plans have becollle increasingly 

controversial in recent years as the dcrnand (or ('\llmbering'resources has risen 

dramatically due to new technological advances in teleconmumications and to 

the ad\fenl of local competition. We acknowledged the need for a comprehensive 

statewide policy on area code relief in connection with the proposed 310 -NPA -.. 

relief plan (Hed in 1995. We consideted at that time the adoption of an overlay 

for the 310 NPA as an alternative to the traditional use of geographic splits. In 

Decision (D.) 95·08-052, we rejected the overlay OpUOl) for the 310 NPA on the· 

basis that, anlong other things, it was not at that time a competitively neutr.tl 

reHef ren'tedy. We Je(t open the prospect of considering an overlay as an OptiOI) 
I ... . a.._ 

in [lituie NPA relief plans Ol\Ce the ~nticornpetitive aspects of the overlay could 

_ be overcome. We further directed that the Loc.'ll Competition Docket be used to 
- . 

develop a comprehensive state\vlde policy regarding NPA relief. 

On August 2, 1996, we issued 0.96·08·028, adopting certain initial 

n\easures as part of a statewide policy on arca code rclief. \Ve concluded in 

0.96-08-028 that as a condition (or consideration of the overlay as a rcHef option, 

the overlay must be competitively neutral. \V.c also established two prerequisites 

at a minimum [or competitive neutraHty. These were: (1) mandatory 1 + 10-digit 

dialing for all caUs within the service areas subject to the overlay;' and (2) the full 

implementation of pet:manent local number portability (LNP) within the service 

arc" subject to the overlay. We determined that a (urther record needed to be 

I In D.96·12-086, we ruled not to adopt statcwide mandatory 1+ lO·diglt dialing 
concurrently with the (irst overlay. We concluded that the advantages of prescn'ing 
s:cven·digit dialing, for as many customers and for as long as possiblc, outweigh any 
potential customer confusion resulHng from instituting mandatory 1 + lO·digit dialing 
only in those regions subject to overlays. 
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devcJoped regarding the relative merits of overlays versus splits once 

anticompetitivc impcdin'lcnts could be overcome. 

On December 20, 1996, the Commission reteased 0.96-12-086, further 

expanding on the poJiC}' regarding the lise of overlays Once the competitive 

irnpedin\ents could be resolved. In D.96-12-086, we evaluated the relative merits 

of splits Versus overlays in terms of how consun\ers would be impacted 

differently with art overlay versus a geOgraphic split. In particular, \~e reviewed 

consumer surveys conducted by various parties concerning preferences for 

overla}'s and geographic splits as a means of creating new area codes. Itl that -

decision, we concluded that, at least for the ncar term, custon\ers werebettcr 

served with the geographic sJ:>lit option. We directed that spl~ts should continue 

to be used for relief plans which would take effect at least through the year 2000, 

with the exception of the 310 NPA. . 

SiI\cc the proposed 415 NPA relief plan implementatiol\ date would occur 

after the ycar 2000, the D.96-12-086linlitation of rclief options to geographic 

splits would not apply. The Industry has also reached consensus, however, to 

propose an a((~c1er(ltion in the overlay area code implementation date to occur as 

early as April 2000, with mandatory 1 + 10 - digit dialing to begin on 

January 8, 2000. Such an accelerated implementation proposal is presented even 

though D.96-12-086 stat~s that new area codes are to be implemented by 

geographic split prior to January 1,2001. The Commission has opened 

R.98-12-014 to develop a NPA relicE plant\ing policy on a prospective basis. Por 

purposes of the present 415 NPA proposal, we shall evaluate it based On its own 

merits. In 0.97-08-065, we required that an overlay be evaluated in reference to 

the same criteria nppJicable to a geographic split. 

In 0.96-12-086 we developed necessary conditions which nllist be inet in 

order to justify approval of an overlay. We required that a customer education 
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progr,lm be instituted at least 12 months be (ore an overlay would take effect, 

expJatning the new mandatory 1 + 10-digit dialing requirements and the overlay 

plan to the pubJic. \Ve also required that upon approval of any overlay, the code 

administrator and telecommunications industry members were to: 

a. Notify the nationwide industry, the national code adn\inistrator, and 
customers of the proposed dialing pJan change. 

b. Educate customers, industry, and internal employees on the dialing 
p1an change. 

c. Correct signage for dialing instructions On payphones and in 
directories. 

d. Perforn, switch translalion work (or implementing mandatory dialing 
(12 weeks prior to cutover). 

e. Simultaneously with the cutover, institute customer instructional 
announccm.cnts for misdialed seven-digit calls. 

In addition to the requiI'en\ents itllposed by the Commission, the Fedenll 

Communications Commission (FCC) issued its own requirements in FCC 

Order 96-333 with respect to overlays. h\ particular, the FCC required that every 

carrier was to be assured of at least one NXX code in the existing area code 

durillg the 90-day period preceding lhe introduction of the overlay. The FCC has 

also prohibited the use of overlays which apply only to specific services such as 

cellular. Based upon these policies, we now consider the proposed options 

subJl\itted by the NANPA for relief it\ Ihe 415 NPA. 

II. Industry Relief Planning Process 

The planning process for NPA relief is established in the 

industry-approved document INC 97-0404-016 "NPA Code Relief Planning and 

Notific,ltion Guidelines," to be used by NPA Relief ~oordinators. The dOCUOlent 

lists the assumptions, constraints, and planning principles used in NPA code 
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relief planning efforts. It also lists the steps of the NPA code relief planning 

process and describes the alternative methods of prOViding NPA code relief and 

their characteristics. Industry meetings were conducted to develop alternatives 

for exhaustion relief in the 415 NPA, based on prescribed criteria which had been 

used by the industry for previous relief plans.z The criteria are: 

1. Minimize end users' confusion. 

2. Balance the cost of implemelHation for all affected parties. 

3. Provide that customers who undergo number changes shall not be 
required to change agair'l for a period of eight to left years. 

4. Not favor a particular interest group. 

5. Cover a period of at Icast five years beyond the predicted date of 
exhaustion. 

6. Provide that all of the codes in a given area shall exhaust about the 
same time in the case of splits~ In practicc, this may not be possible, but 
seVere imbalances, for examplc, a difference in NPA lifetimes of n\ore 
than 15 years, should be avoided. 

7. Comply with state and federal statutes, rillings and orders. 

By letter to the assigned Administrative Law Judge dated 

December 18, 1998, Lockheed Martin IMS, in its 1'01e as the North American 

Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA),on behalf of the telecommunications 

industry in California, presented the two versions of a NPA relief plan for the 

415 area code. 

These versions were developed by representatives of the California 

telecommunications industry in meetings facilitated by NANPA using a 

Z The criteria are based on the INC 97-0404-016 "NPA Code Relief PlalUling and 
Notification Guidelines." 
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consensus decision making process and fonowing industr}' <tpproved NPA relief 

planning guidelines. Important input to the reHef plans was provided at public 

meetings required by Public Utilities (Pub. Util.) Code § 7930(b), which were 

cond~tcted in September 1998, and a local jurisdiction meeting, which was held 

with city and county government representatives on July 28,1998. 
. . 

~. .. - . 

The NANPA convened a series of industry meetings begh'lning in .' 

January 1998, attended by men\bers of the teleton'llnunicatiohs industry plannit'lg 

tcan\ to discuss and develop relief altenlativcs for the 415 NPA. This tean\ is 

composed of the Lockheed Martin - NANPA, California Public Utilities 

Commission (CPUe) stafe and current (.ode holders: local exchange carriers, 

interexchange carriers, wireless c.arr!et.$ ~nd competitive 100al carriers. As a 

result of the industry meetings, the industry reached consensus' to forward 

. Alten1<ltives 5,:m overlay pJan~ t~ the Commission for a final decision. , 

III. Public Notification and Meetings 

In April 1998, public notification of the impending exhaust of the 415 area 

code was initiated by telephone corporations pursuant to the estabHshed 

two-ye<lr advance nolificatim\ requirement Pub. Ulil. Code § 7930. lndustry 

meetings began itl January 1998 to develop alternatives for exhaust relief. 

• The CPUC staff docs not votc on NPA relief plans. 

) Thc INC 97-0404-016 "NPA Code Relief PlaH"illg mid NolijicaliolJ Guidelilles" defines the 
term "consensus" for lise in the planning proccss as follows: 

"Consensus is cstabHshed when substantial agreement has been rc.1Chcd 
among interest groups participating in the consideration of the subject at 
hand. Interest groups are those materially affected by the outcome or 
result. Substantial agreement means more than a simple majority, but not 
neccssarily unanimity." 
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A Local Jurisdiction meeting for city and county government 

representati\'es was held on July 28, 1998. The purpose of this mccting was to 

provide jurisdictions with a status on the 415 NPA-reHef process and 10 gather 

addi~ional information. Representatives ,,"ete asked to express their support for 

the alternatives by filling out a "show-of-interest" form. • 

The indtistry presented OI\e overlay plan (Alternative 5), and alternative· 

geographic split plans (Alternatives 3A/B, lA/B) at the Local Jurisdiction 

meeting. Comnlents received at the l()tal jurisdiction meeting included 

suggestions to consider it 3-way split alternative to provide longer relief, and· 

sentiment (rom each jurisdicti(m to retain the 415 NPA. 

Following the Local Juri~diction me~ting, Jhe industry met to determine 

which relief alternatives to present to the public, It was decided to present 

Alternative lA & IB {Split)5 al\d Alternative 5 (overlay). Alternative 3A & 3B, a 

geographic split plan, was clinlinated from further consideration and not 

presented to the public because it split a rat,e centcr (which would llegativcly 

impact efforts to implen\ent LNP), a.nd i;>ccause it received only minimal support 

from the loc.)l jurisdiction representatives (only the City of San Rafael, in 

Marin County, favored this alternative.) 

Public meetings were required to occur within six m.onths of the initial 

customer notification, i.e., by October 1998. The industry team held three public 

• While the show-or-interest is not intended to be a popular voting mechanism, it docs 
pro\'ide the industry with a means of getting input on relief alternatives. The 
show-or-interest also provides the industry a method of gathering comments and issues 
(rom those in atlendancc. 

s Alternative IA/B would require a geographic split of the central and western portions 
of the City of San Francisco. AppeJ\dix B depicts the geographic boundaries of a 415 
arca code split under Allernalive lA/B. 
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meetings, as required per Pub. UUI. Code § 7930. The industry, NANPA and 'the 

CPUC jointly conducted three public meetingsl one in San Rafael and two in 

San Francisco 011 Seplenlber 22 at\d 231 1998. The combined show-of-interest 

selections (rom both the Local Jurisdiction and Public Meetings resulted in the 

following results! Alternative lA - 5 prcferCl\CeS; Altenlathrc 1 B-2 preferences; 

Alternative 5· 55 preferences; Miscellanrous· 18 preferences. There.wasa 

domina.nt showing of interest towards Alternative 5, the overlay. 

The industry rcached consel}slls 01\ one single plan, Alternative 5, the 

overlay plan. On October 13/ 1998, the industry directed NANPA, to forward· 

these findings to the Commission for a tinal decision. 

IV. ptopOsedPlan 
. Alternative 5 introduces a new (werlay area code in the same ge6graphk 

. area a.s the existing 415 area codeiand <llto\vs'aU existing cust0H\erS to retaili. their 

415 area code and telephone number. The overlay requires that aU customers (in 

the 415 area code and the new overlay area code once it takes effect) dial 1 plus 

the area code plus the seven-digit number (or all calls beginning 

October 14,2000. The proposal calls (or the overlay area code 10 take effect on 

January 20,2001. The it\dustry asks the Commission to decide the scope and 

tin\ing of a customer education plait associated with this relief plan. 

As a result o( the shortage ot available NXX codes in the 415 NPA, parties 

joill(:,d in a consensus that the NANPA request that the Commission consider an 

acceler.lted implementation schedule for the recommended relief plan. The 

industr}t proposes that the exact date of any acceler.lted schedule be determined 

by the Commission after consultation with the industry in conjunction with the 

master relie( schedule. Based on when a plan is approved, the industry believes 

accelerated implementation could prOVide (eJief up to nine months sooner. The 

industry believes the Commission should allow for an accelerated overlay 
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schedule only to the extent that an effective and comprehensive education 

program is implemented in a timely manner. 

Three position papers Were filed regarding 415 NPA relief options. The 

first position paper was jointly sponsored by GTE California Incorporated, 

Mobilel..-iedia/MobileCommJ Pacific Bell .. Pacific Bell Wireless, PageNet and The 

Telephone Connection. The parties to the first position paper focused their 

con\mcnts on the question of whether the overlay implementation schedule 

shottld be accelerated. The parties noted that the reason certain industry 

nlembers had Ilot supported an accelerated schedule was concern that ren\aining 

NXX codes in the 415 NPA would be taken out of the lottery upon the opening of 

the o\'{'rla}' NPA and such codes would becon\equickly exhausted. Because 

customers Would prefer a 415·NPA number to.a number (rom the ,?vcrlay NPA, 

. competitors would tend to dcplete aU r~m~ining NXX codes in the 415 NPA to 

the exclusion of codes in the new NPA; 

A shnilar COI'lCern was raised at the Industry Planning n\ccting for the 

650 NPA, at which time participants agteed that if an overlay is approved for the 

650 NPA, the rcn\aining NXX codes in the 650 NPA would not be ren\oved frotll 

the lottery, but would continue to be rationcd via the lottery process after the 

new NPA opens until such codes arc exhausted. Thc sponsors of the first 

position paper argue that a similar treatment of NXX codes in the 415 NPA 

should adequately address aI'Y concerns Over premature code exhaust, and 

should resolve any remaining objections to the acccleri'ted 415 NPA overlay 

schedule. 

A second position paper was filed by the Ca1i~orl\ia Cable Television 

Association. A separate position paper was jointly sponsored by Ncxtlink and 

leG Telecom. In its position papct, CCTA lI('tcquicscestl to the overlay proposal 

"only with gre,lt reluclal\ce.'~ CCfA concedes that nn overlay nppears to be the 
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least disruptive alternative for the 415 NPA under the unique circumstances 

where the current 415 NPA is essentially the geography of San Francisco. CCfA 

expresses concerns, however, over the potential competitive advantage which an 

overlay could provide for Pacific since it possesses the majority of NXX codes in 

the 415 NPA. CCfA notes th~ sentiments expressed by small business OWI\ers at 

the 415 NPA public meetings concerning the dcsire for numbers with a 415 area . 

codc, as opposed to a new" ambiguotis area code/' which n\ight be misconstrued 

by customers as signifying a distant location or a new, less-established business. 

CerA stresses the need for the overlay educati01\ plan to convey to the public 

that new area code is the geographiC Utwin" of the 415 NPA. 

In their joint comments, Nextlink and ICG both share similar concerns over 

the potential competitive disadvantage suffered by CLCs relative to ILECs with 

al\ overlay. Nextlink and ICG also argue that allaccclerated schedule should not 

be adopted at the expel\se of e((ective consun\er education about the overlay. In 

any (ase, Nextlink and ICG would only support an accelerated schedule on the 

cOl\dition'that NXX codes in the 415 NPA remain in the lottery until exhausted. 

Separate comments were jointly filed o~ January 29, 1999, by the California. 

Sn\all Business Associa.tion (CSBA) and the California Small Business Roundtable 

(CSBR) in support of the proposed overlay. CSBA/CSBR point to the disruptive 

impact that area code splits have on small businesses, noting that the telephone 

number is critical part of a small business' identity. It is how customers reach a 

small business to inquire about its products or services, place orders and obtain 

customer service. Business owners have told CSBA and CSBR that keeping the 

samc telephone number is extremcly important to their businesses because some 

of their best customers cOlitact them once every two or three years (e,g" to 

replace or upgrade their equipn\ent, obtain major or en\ergency repair service, 

etc.). TIley also have said that keeping the same number is important because 
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they depend on cllstomer referrals for new business. CSBA/CSBR argue that 

consequently, for sma)) business owners, having to change telephone numbers 

because of an area code split is not just an inconveniencc, {lUt means losing old 

and new customers. 

v. Discussion 

\Ve conclude that the proposed 415 NPA overlay would best satisfy the 

criteria for evaluation of relief plans as fd('ntified by the industry team, and 

would provide the best overall reoledy for NXXcode relief when compared 
. 

against all)' geographic split alternative. 

The hldustry has deternlined that an acceleratiol\ to AprilS, 2000 could 

accoI'mnodate the early opening of the overla}' ar~a code. While we appreciate 

that such an acccJerated opel\ing of the arc,), code could relieve code shortages in 

the 415 NPA sooner, it would also t(lIJ'('~1te the time available to preparc the 

public for mandatory 1+"10-digit dialing and to educate thenl concerning the 

noveltlature of the overlay toncept. It is important that the public be given an 

adequate amount of time to prepare for the overlay implementation in order to 

minimize any disruptive effects which might otherwise occur. Pub. Ulil. Code 

§ 7931 (f)(1) requires that the general public be given at least 12n\onths advance 

notice regarding the geographic area included in both the old and the new area 

code, together with the schedule for any transitional dialing periods. The 

acceleration of the opening of the new area code to April 8,2000 might not 

provide sufficient lead time to accom.modate the minimum 12-month advance 

notice requirement. 

[n joint comn\ents filed March 22, 1999,01\ the draCt decision, Pacific and 

GTEC argued that while an acceleration in the overlay implementation to April 

of 2000 may not be acceptable, the overlay should not be delayed until January 

2001. Pacific and GTEC state that the overlay implemelltatioll could be 
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accelerated to October 2000, and still meet the necessary statutory advance notice 

requirements. Although 0.96-12-086 prescribed that geographic splits were to be 

used for NPA relief implemented prior to the year 2001, PadCic and crEC 

believe an October 2000 overlay implementation date is still warranted in this 

instance. Pacific and GTEC note that the Commissiol\ authorized an overlay for 
. '. 

the 408 NPA and the 714 NPA prior to the year 2001 as an exception to the policy' 

adopted in 0.96-12-086. Pacific aI\d GTEC believe a $imi1ar exception is 

warranted here. 

We shall adopt the proposal of Pacific and GTEC to accelerate the 

implementa.tion date (or opening the overlay are~ code to October 21, 2000 to 

acc9.l1tt'nodate earlier r~lic;f .of NXX code exhaust. TIle acceleration of the opening 

of the area code over1ay to October 21, 20001 is appropriate in this instance since 

it will provide access to ~un\~erir\g reSources on a 1110re timely baSIS. 111e 

shortage of NXX codes limits the ability of carriers to obtain the nccessar}' 

nllll\berit\g resources to offer local service within a given NPA. By delaying the 

opening of the area code overlay until January 2001, carriers would be deprh~cd 

of NXX codes fron\ the opening of the overlay, thus further ~onstraining their 

ability to provide numbers to their customers. The accelerated opening of the 

overlay to October 21, 2000, will permit carriers to use NXX codes from the 

over)a}' NPA earlier than would otherwise be possible to assign telephone 

nun\bers to new customers. We shall correspondingly accelerate the 

implementation date for mandatory 1 +10-digit dialing to begin in the 415 NPA. 

Thus, to preserve a threc-n'onth window prior to the implementation of the 

overlay are~'\ code, 1 + 10-digit dialing shall become mandatory in the 415 NP!\ on 

July 24, 2000. 

The accelerated implementation of the overlay arca code should also'still 

provide sufficient time to prepare the public for mandatory 1 + 10-digit dialing 
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and to educate them concerning the novel nature of the overlay concept. It is 

important that the public be given an adequate amount of time to prepllTe for the 

overlay implementation in order to n)inimize any disruptive effects \\'hich ll'light 

otherwise occur. 111e acceleration of the opening of the new area code to 

CXtober 21, 2000 should provide sufficient lead tinle to accomnlodate the 

minimun112-month advance customer notice requirement. 

As discussed below, we also conclude that the ac~elerated overlay start 

date should provide su(ficiellll('ad time to satisfy competitive neutrality criteria. 

The early implement.ltion date lor the overlay thus warrants a limited exception 

to the policy adopted in D.96-12-086 calling for the continued use of geographic 

splits for area code relief implemented prior to the January 1, 2001. \Ve authorize 

this exception to ollr policy in 0.96-12-086 only for the 415 NPA based on the 

- specific drcUlilslances be(oreus here. bur generic policy adoptc-d in D.l]6~ 12-t)86 

calling for the use of geographic splits (or area code relief implemented prior to 

January I, 2001, otherwise remains in e((ect. Our authorization of an ac(elerated 

implementation o( the 415 NPA overlay in no way prejudges the outcome of our 

deliberations in R.98-1~-014 concerning the prospective Commission policy 

regarding are,1 code relief methods. 

In previous NPA relief plans, certain industry members had not supported 

an accelerated schedule for an overlay implementaliol\ due to concerns that 

remaining NXX codes in the eXisting NPA would be taken out of the lottery upon 

the opening of the overlay NPA, and such codes would become quickly 

exhausted, bec,luse customers would prefer a number in the original NPA to a 

number to the exclusion of codes ill the new NPA. 

Such a concern was raised at the Industry Pl<mning l\.1eeting for the 

650 NfA at which time participants agreed thai if an ~)Verlay is approved (or the 

650 NPA, the remaining NXX codes in the 650 NPA would not be removed from 
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the lottery, but would continue to be rationed via the toller}, process after the 

new NPA opens until such codes are exhausted. \Ve believe that a similar 
. . 

treatment of NXX codes in the 415 NPA should adequatel}; address allY concerns 

o~er premature code exhaust, and We shall make this a requirement for the 

accelerated 415 NPA overlay schedule adopted herein, 

The potential Il'l.erits of an overlay were considered in the consurner' 

surveys reviewed in 0.96-12-086 in which respondents exprcs~cd preferences for 

splits or overlays. Although respondents in the survey expressed a greater 

pre(erence for splits, compared with overlays, at the time the survey was taken, 

the 415 NPA had not yet cntered into the current phase of code exhaustion~ for, 

which yet another round of NPA relict is required. The results of the previous 

consnmer-prefercllce poll must be weighed in light of the increasing hardship of 

, cunmlati\te changes in area (ode, and the diHicultyin (airl)' deVising sUt~'~cssive 

splits of the same NPA over time. 

\Vhile either the ovcrlay or a: geographic split will have certail'l disruptive 

impacts on customers in the 415 NPA to the cxtent they each change the status 

quo, we believe the overlay will have less a.dverse overall impacts in this 

instance. Particularly in geographically small, densely populated regions, such 

as the 415 NPA, which have been subject to progressive shrinkage through a 

succession of previous NPA splits, it becomes increasingly difficult to perpetuate 

a further splittil\g of the NPA h\definitcly. Customers in the 415 NPA have 

already gone through two NPA splits within the past eight years (the 415/510 

split h\ 1991 and the 415/650 split in 1997). As the 415 NPA faces the prospect of 

even further shrinkage in the current proposal before us, it becomes increasingly 

di((icult to draw boundaries that minimize splitting local communities, consistent 

with Pub. Util. Code § 2887(a). The drawing of boundaries becomes ever more 
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contentious with each subsequent split. In this instance, a geogr'lphic split of the 

415 NPA would divide the City of San Francisco between two area codes. 

The overlay avoids the problems involved with the 'continual geographic 

splitting of local communities, by leaving existing boundaries intact. The overlay 

also avoids the need for existing customers to change their area code, the 

economic hardships resulting fron\ business having to notify customers of area . 

code changes, and to change business cards, letterheads, etc. While the overlay 

avoids these problems, the overlay is not without it,s own issues. For example, 

while Ih(' NPA boundary would not change, the defining feature of the 

boundaril's would itself change. In other words, the geographic boundaries 
• 

would n') longer define a single NPA, but two (or more) NPAs. Thus, one of the 

" advantai!es of having geographically~defined NPA boundaries (i.e, as a means of 

conlmoit identification) will over tin\e become tess meaningful as multiple NPAs 

within a single geogri:lphk region proliferate. 1111~ area cod~ in an oveday 

signifies when the customer was assigned the nUlllber rather than where 

geogmphicaUy, the numbt!r is located. Thlls, (or exanlple, a business may 

consider an assignn\ent of the overlay NPA less desirable than the original NPA 

which is assigned to a neighboring business, particularly when the NPA is first 

introduced. Customers may perceive the business with the ne\\' NPA to be 

newer or less established than the neighboring business that retains the more 

recognized original NPA. Thereforc, the advantagc of the overlay in avoiding 

new geogrtlphic splits must be weighed against the drawback that it also tends to 

obscure the trclditional usc of NPAs as a C011\O\on geographic bond o( local 

comnumities of interest. 

Another drawback of an overlay which cus(on\ers will experience is the 

loss of seven-dig~t dialing (or calls within the same NPA. Inlhe consumer 

preference surveys reviewed in 0.96-12-086, customers generally placed 
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significant value on the ability to dial only se\'en digits [or calls within the NPA. 

Yet, we must weigh the value of seven-digit dialing against the other problems 

involved in yet another split of the 415 NPA. As further splitting occins, the 

perc~ntage of calls which require dialing a separate area code increases. As the 

proliferation of ncw area codes continues to fragment previously homogetlOlis 

NPA regions, therefore, the relative advantages of seven-digit dialil\~ applic's to ~a . 
continually shrinking pool of numbers. Likewise, as this trend progresses, the 

relative advantages of geographic splits compared with over1ays becon'tc less 

apparel\t. 

We are concerned that the public becomes propedy educated concerning 

the impacts of the changes resulting (rom the overlay, including targeted 

outreach particularly to those public sectors with special needs such as children, 

lhe elderly and disabled, and nOl\-English-speaking c:ustomers. To address this 

concen), We have pr.eviously n1at\dated that a comprehensive public education 

prograo\ (PEP) bc conducted as a prercquisite to hhplcmentation of an overlay. 

We have already mandatcd sllch PEPs as precursors to thc overlays approved for 

the 310 and 408 NI'As. We shalllikcwise approve such a program for public 

education and acceptancc of the overlay in this instancc. 

We believe that the 415 NPA overlay can be implemented in a 

competitively neutnll manner. As prcviously stated, onc of thc prcrequisites of 

competitive neutrality is (ull irnpJementation of permal\ent LNP. Under thc 

schedule adopted by the FCC, h\\plemcntation of permancnt LNP was to be 

concluded by December 31,1998, in the 100 largest n\etropolitan service areas 

(MSAs) nationwide. We note CCTA's concerns that significant LNP 

impleIl,entation area failures still remain and must be resolved before thc overlay 

l<1kes effect. Since the overlay area code will not go into eHeel until 

October 21, 2000, however, the industry will still have time (or any debugging of 
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LNP startup problems to be resolved. As a cautionary measure, however, we 

shall require Pacific to each file a report on April 23, 1999, reporting as to whether 

full LNP has been implemented in the 415 NPA, including"identification and 

rectification of any LNP-related call completion problelns. Thus, we conclude 

that the proposed 415 NPA overlay satisfies the criterion that permanent LNP be 

available at the time the overlay is to take effect. 

Another potential problem with the overlay is that customers who seek to 

add lines at the same location after the overlay takes e(fed nlay only be able to 

obtain the additional lines under the neW area code and thus be left with two -

area codes for Jl\ttltiple lines in the same IDeation. The only altcrnaHvc, i( they 

wish for all their tines to be in Dne NPA, \~ould be to change the original 

numbers' area code, thereby losing one of the presumed advantages of the 

_ overlay. If the customer's loc<ll service provider has a l'enMining inventory of -

NXX codes within the 415 NPA, the provider presumably could offer the 

customer an additiDnal line within the sa~\e NPA. \Ve arc concerned, however, 

with the potential (or certain carriers, particularly the ILEes, to gain a 

competitive advantage by being "hIe to assign new numbers using the 415 NPA 

while new entrants with limited NXX codes in the 415 NPA n\ay have to rely on 

the new NPA for making llun\ber assignments. \Ve 5ha1l1\ot resolve this issue in 

this decision, but will consider in a subsequent order what measures may be 

appropriate with respect to the assignment of numbers from NXX codes in the 

415 NPA after the overlay NPA is initiated in order "to promote competitive 

neutrality among carriers. 

\Ve also place a high priority on promoting the de\'clopment of measures 

to ensure the efficient utilization of NXX codes so that carriers arc not 

competitively disadvantaged by Jirnited access to numbering resources. Number 

pooling is one essential tool to n\ake n\ore efficient use of NXX codes. Parties 
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previously addressed the prospects for developing number pooling, as well as 

other code conservation meaS~lres, in conwnents filed in this docket on 

February 25, 1998 with replies on ~Iarch 13, 1998, in response to an ALJ ruting 

dated January 13, 1998. 

Number pooling can promote more competi~ively neutral access to 
'. -." 

nun'lbering resources for all participating carriers by enabling multiple cairi~rs t~ ~ .. 

share a single NXX code through the technology associated with permanent LNP. 

There are numerous and substantial technical, adn\inistrative, and cost issues 

related to number pooling, however, that Jl:\ust be addressed. In particular, mOre 

intensive tracking of number allocation will be required. An audit of code 

l1tilit~tion within the industry will be required to determine the J'naximum 

number of NXXs or blocks o£1,ooo numbers that can be recovered front pooling 

. participants for sharing. Some degree 6f NXX code utilization docs not 

automatically disqualify an NXX frOll) being shared. The Industry Numbering 

Con,n\ittee (INC) has recommended that the degree of "conhlminationll 

(i.e., prior usage) that should be allowed for a block of 1,000 llUli'lbers to be 

considered for the 1'00) is 0% to 10%. Yet .. some providers have urged a much 

higher level of contanlination be allowed in order to achieve a greater degree of 

number efficiency. 

As a step toward the establishment of number pOOling, the assigned ALJ 

shall solidt comments concerning what sorts of NXX code reporting 

requirenlents or other me(lsurcs may be appropriate to protect existing 

1,OOO-number blocks from tmdue IIcontamination" pending the implementation 

of Ilun\ber pooling. \Vc shall place a high priority on the expedited 

implementation of number pooling in the 415 NPA. 
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VI. Availability of NXX Codes to Meet FCC Requirement 

In vicw of the contingency measures we adopt herein, we conclude that 

sufficient NXX (odes will be available to permit the NANPA to assign at least 

one code in the 415 NPA to each certified carrier within the service areel that docs 

not presently have one, as required by the FCC. As we noted in D.98-05-021, it 

takes 66 days (or the NANPA to comptNe the code opening process .. A schc'dtHe . 

thus is needed for carriers to notify the NANPA of their code orders su(ficiently 

in advance to allow the codes to be opened 01\ a timely basis. \Ve shall therefore 

direct that any prcsently certificated facilities-based CLC which has not 

prcviollsly been assigned a 415 NPA NXX <=ode shall file a "Staten'\cnt of Intentll 

with the NANPA if it seeks to be assigned such a code. TIlese statements shall be 

.file~ byScptell'lber30, 1999. Likewis~, any new facilities-based CLCs becoming 

. certificated between September 30, 1999, and the activation of the overlar. NPA in 

October 2QOO shall be tequired to notify the NANPA within 30 days of 

certification if the}' intend to request a 415 NPA NXX code prior to October 2000. 

\Ve shall direct the NANPA to reserve the requisite codes to satisfy the FCC code 

assignment reqllircmel\l as of the effective date of this order. Any ctC that is 

awarded a code in the 415 NPA through the loUery shan be removed (rom the list 

of carriers eligible for a 415 NXX code assignment under the FCC requirement. 

\Ve shall also direct the NANPA to in'pose a. freeze on lottery code assignments 

during the 90 days preceding the overlay openh\g. The Commission on its own 

motion or at the request of the NANPA may reevaluate this freeze as the 

implernent.1Uon dale of the overlay approaches and the availability of NXX codes 

thus becomes nlore predictable. The I'emaining assigned codes shaH be reserved 

during the final 90 days (or assignmcl\t to new cntrants in the 415 NPA region 

which have not previously received an NXX code in the 415 NPA. Therefore, 

with these measures in place, we conclude that there will be su((icient codes to 
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permit each carrier to receive at least one code in the 415 NPA during the 90 days 

prior to the overlay taking effed. 

VII. Customer Education Program Regarding Mandatory 1+10-0Jgit Dialing 
and the Overlay 

In D.96-12-086, we recognized that the introduction of an overlay together 

with mandatory 1+10-digit dialing \\,m be an innovation and require a 

transitional period for cllstonleisto bccon'te accustomed to the change. 

Customers within the boimdatics of the overlay will have to adjust to dialing . 

1+l0-digits when calling nun\bers even within their OWl', NPA. 11\ order to 

address the need for ctlstomer-fainiliarity with the new dialing patten) fot the 

overlay NPA, we ruled in 0.96-12-086 that a (\\ston\er education progtan\ begin. 

no later than 12 months prior to the implen1entation date for the overlay . 

. \Ve recently apptoved a public education pIal) (PEP) for thl~ 310/424 NPA 

overlay in 0.98-12-081. We shall direCt that the industry implement a similar PEP 

for the 415 NPA overlay, dr(\wing upon the experience acquired frOn\ the 

310/424 PEP. The (orillulation-of the PEP for the 415 NPA overlay should also be 

done on a coordinated basis with ally other overla}ts approved for the Bay Area 

schcdttlcd to be implentclHed in a similar tintefrante. 

We identified in D.96·12-OS6 certain minimum elements to be induded in 

any PEP it\ conjuncliOll with an overlay. Por example, the plan must explain why 

Illllndatory 1 + lO-digit dialing is a necessllrY (eature of an overlay r~lief plan. 

Customers must be inforn\ed that the change in their dialing patterns resulting 

from an overlay \vill not a((eet the distinction between 10e<.11 and toll calls, nor the 

rates charged (or the different types of calls. For the 310 NPA overlay, we 

required that the educatiol\ plan should focus particular attention on the 

education of children as well as to the elderly and disabled, in addition to. 

non·English speaking cuslon\crs. The PEP for the 415 NPA overlay should 
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incorporate similar appropriate measures to communicate the change to each of 

these groups. 

l11e public education program should also give priorit}' to notifying those 

entities which will need to reprogram equipment to change to mandatory 

1 + 10-digit dialing. For example, electronic security alarm cornpanies and those 

with PBXs need to be contacted as soon as possible to allow them maxirtmrrl lead ~ 

time to reprogram equipment to accommodate mandatory 1 + 10-digit dialing. 

The education prograrn·musfalso permit callers to easily locate the correct 

area code (or a given nun\ber and to know that the 1 + the area code must be . 

dialed preceding any number within the region subject to the overlay. Under the 

current dialing plan, customers d.ia1411 'for directory assistance to locate 

numbers within the same NPA, m\d 555-1212 preceded by the area. code, if the 

number is within a different NPA .. the PEP n\ust inform customers how tc' dial 

directory assistance to locate nunlbers applicable to different area codes within 

the same overlay r~gion. In addition to billing inserts and public service 

announcements, changes wilJ also be necessary in published telephone 

directories covering the NPA overlay region to identify the area code in addition 

to the seven·digit number for each directory listing. Payphone sign age n\ust also 

be updated in the NPA overlay region to reflect the 1 + 10 digit dialing change 

associated with the overlay. 

The education program HUlst be conducted not merely within the service 

territory coyered by the 415 NPA, but must also (ocus on customers in adjacent 

NPAs which have frequent interaction with custon\ers in the 415 NPA. 

Particularly because the 1 + 10·digit dialing rcquircn\ent will only apply in the 

region subject to the overla}', customers will need to be informed that the revised 

rules will not apply outside of the geographic boundaries of the 415 NPA. 
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Although customers outside of the 415 NPA will not be required to dial 

1 + 10 digits for calls within their own NPAs, they will still be impacted by the 

415 NPA overlay dialing requirements to the extel\t they t~mporarilyvisit the 

415 NPA region and nMkc calls within that region. To a lesser extent .. some level 

of public education regarding the overlay needs to be conducted on a statewide 

basis, rccognizing that California is a highly o\obile state, and residents (r6~\' 

other California regions olay travel into the 415 NPA calling area. ~ikewise, a 

statewide public education prograo\ will facilitate public acceptance o( any future 

overlays which .nay be approved for other NPAs within California. 

As we concluded in D.98-05-021, the Pub. Util. Code § 7931 requirentent 

for a permissive and mandatory dialing period was only intended to apply 

where existing area codes ate changed as part of a geOgraphic split reliel plan 

. l1I\der the terms of Section 7931.' The pefll\issive and mandatory dialing periods 

provide an opportunity (or cllstomers to beconlC accustomed to the Chal\ge in 

dialing requirements as a result o( an area code change. Since existing numbers 

do not chat&ge in an overlay, the requirement (or pennissive and mandator}' 

dialing in the context of an area code change for existing (\umbers, as would be 

the case in a split, does not apply. Customers still need a transitional adjustment 

period, howeverJ to becon\e acquainted. with mandatory 1 + IO-digit dialing and 

the notiOll of "twin" area codes within. a single geographic area. 

Although the overla}' docs not involve a "permissive" dialing period as 

tr~lditionany defined in a geographic split (i.e.J where the caBer can reach the 

same party b}' dialitlg either the old or new area code)J a "pern\issive" dialing 

period is still relevant to the overlay in a different sense. We shall use the term 

"permissive" dialing period in connection with an overlay to refer to the period 

during.whlch cllstonters can reach the san\e party by dialing either seven digits 
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or t + 10·djgits~ Customers arc permitted, but not requircd, to use 1 + to-digit 

dialing during this period. 

As part of the custonler education program (or the ·fts NPA overlay, we 

shall require that a formal "permissive" dialing period be instituted beginning no 

later than October 23, 1999 to coincide with thecustonler education program. To 

the extent that any carriers providing local service within the 415 NPA do not· . 

presently offer their customers the capability to dial 1 + to-digits within the same 

NPA, we shall require then' to make pern\issive 1+10-digit dialing' available to 

their C\lstomers by October 23, 1999. During the perm.issive dialing period, 

custolllers should be encouraged to voltuHarily dial t + to-digits for cans within 

their NPA as part of the education progra~\ for the overlay. ," 

In 0.96-12-086, we dil'ec~ed that, upon activation of mandatory 1 + 10-digit 

dialing, customers who attempt to dial sevet\ digits will hear al\ instructional 

recording informing thet'n of the 1+ lO-digit dialing requiremel\t; In the interests 

of minimizing customer confusion, tnandatory 1 + to-digit dialing should take 

effect prior to initiation of the new overlay area code. It\ this way, customers will 

already have become somewhat accustomed to dialing 1+ to-digits before they 

ha\'e to make the further adjustment of distinguishing between two different arca 

codes within the same geogrclphlc calling area. \Ve shall therefore approve the 

proposed schedule for Jl\andatory t+l0-digit dialing to take effect ill the 415 NPA 

on July 24, 2000. \Ve shall require that all tc1ecolnmunications carriers institute 

an instructional announcement dirccting callers to dial 1 + to-digits effective by 

this d,lle to be continued indefinitely aftet the date overlay arca code is 

implcn1ented in the 415 NPA. \Vith this measure in place, customer confusion 

should be minimized, eVen for visitors from other areas that arc subjC(t to 

di((ere~" dialing patterns. With repeated usage over time, public famiJiarity and 

aCCephH\Ce of 1 + to-digit dialing should increase. 
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\Ve shall direct the NANPA to convene an industry meeting within 60 days 

following the effective date of this decision for the purpose of addressing the 

implementation details of the public education program for the overlay to 

include, at a nlinimuJ\\, the clements discllssed above. The program should give 

code relief implemented prior to the January 1,2001. The scheduled date (or the 

overlay in October 2000 will also provide nlore time for the implen\entation ·of

number pooling and other potential nleasutes to maximize the availability o( 

nun\beis in the 415 NPA (or all carriers, and will provide more tin\e to debug 

LNP problems, all in the interests of cOhlpetitive neutrality. 

\Ve shall direct the NANPAto convene an industry meeting within 60 days 

following the effective date of this decision for the purpose of addressing the 

implcn\entation details of the publ~c education progtai)) for the overlay to 

include, at a lninimum, the element discussed above. The program should give 

first priority to the 415 NPA M\d surrounding areas, and should provide for a 

con\bination of press releases, television and radio announ~ementsJ and billing 

inserts discussing the C(fects of the overlay. The industry team shall submit a 

dl\l(t of the proposed public education program to the Commission's Consumer 

Services and Telecommunications Divisions and Public Advisor's Office for 

Commission review and approval, to be scheduled by AL] ruling. The Public 

Ad\·isor will work in cooperation with the Consumer Services and 

Telcconull.unications Divisions, the assigned ALJ, the Coordinating 

Comnlissioner for teleconlmUllkatio~\s and the Assigned Commissioner in 

reviewing the proposed plan. 

VIII. Conclusion 
01\ balance, we conclude that, while either an overlay or a geographic split 

entilil certain adverse impacts to the extent they disrupt the status quo, the 

proposed overlay will have less overall adverse impacts than any geographic 
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split alternativc for thc 415 NPA. Wc belie\'c the problems with an overlay can 

bc adequately mitigated through appropriatc customer education and through 

thc prclCtical experiencc of customers making calls within rcgion subject to the 

415 ~PA ovcrlay. Accordingly, we approvc the overlay option for the 415 NPA, 

and direct NANPA and the Industry Tcam to move expeditiously to implement 

the overlay to relieve'cxhaustion of the 415 NPA. 

IX. COniments on Draft DecisIon 

Thc draft decision of the ALJ it\ this matter was mailed to the parties in 

accordance with Pub. Util. Codc § 311(g) and Rule 77.1 of the Rulcs of Practice 

and Procedure. Opening comments wcrc filed on March 22, 1999 and rcply 

commCl\ts werc filed 0)\ Marc~.29, 1999. Y-!c have incorporated thc comments as 

appropriate itl finalizing th~ decisivn~. 

Findings of Fact 

1. Area code rclief is needed due to the impending exhausti01\ of NXX codes 

in the 415 NPA projected to occur during the second quarter of 2000. 

2. NANPA convened a series of n\eetings with the telecomnumications 

Industry Planning Team to discuss and develop rclief alten'tativcs for the 

415 NPA. 

3. Thc industr}' tean\ eliminated alternativc plans which failed to meet the 

designated criteria, and reached consei\sus on an overlay reHef plan. 

4. The Comnlission has shlted in D.96-08-028 that "before an overlay could be 

approved, there must be reasonable assurC'tncc that pern'tanent LNP would be 

fully implemented before the overlay beCtnllC operational." 

5. \Vithout permanent LNP, an overlay in the 415 NPA would not be 

competitively neutral. 
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6. Absent the availability of LNP, customers subject to an overlay might have 

to change their area code nlerdy as a result of changing service providers, 

placing CLCs at a competitive disadvantage. 

7. FCC Order 96-286 established that all carriers, both incumbents and new 

entral\ts, must provide LNP in the 1()() largest MSAs t() all requesting 

teteconlnuinications carriers, by December 31, 1998. 

8. Under the schedule adopted by the FCC, LNP deployment in the 

San Francisco MSA was to be completed by December 31,1998. 

9. By any reasonable Illeasure, there is an ample cushion of time to allow for 

any remaining debugg'ing of the LNP implen\entation and still have LNP fully 

operational within Ihe415 NPA before the scheduled opening of the overlay. 
. .. - ~ . ~ . - . 

10. FCC Order 96-333 required that every carrier was to be assured of at least 

. one NXX code in the existing area code during the 90-day period preceding the 

introdttdion of m\y overlay which may l,>e approved. 

11. In view of the contingency nleasurcs adopted in this decision, sufficient 

NXX codes will be available to pennit the NANPA to assign at least one code in 

the 415 NPA to each certified carrier within the service area who does not 

presently have one during the last 90 days preceding the opening of the overlay, 

as required by the FCC. 

12. Since it takes 66 days (or the NANPA to complete the code opening 

process, a schedule is needed for carriers to notify the NANPA of their code 

orders su(ficicl\tly in advance to allow the codes to be opened on a timely basis. 

13. 111e Code Section 7931 requirement (or a permissiVe and mandatory 

dialing period only applies where existing area codes arc changed as part of a 

relief plan to acquaint customers with the area code change. 

14. Since the area code (or eXisting telephone numbers dO~$ 110t change in an 

overlaYJ the permissive or mandatory dialit\g as defined in Pub. Util. Code 
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Section 7931 does not apply, although a transitional period is still need to educate 

customers before a new area code overlay is established through an overla}'_ 

15. 0.96-12-086 required mandatory 1 + 10-digit dialing -,vithin the region 

subject to all overla}' to prevent an antkompetitive dialing disparity between 

clistoJ'ners of competing carriers who lacked equivalent access to NXX codes in 

the old NPA. 

16. 0.96-12-086 required that a customer education progran\ be instituted at 

least 12 Illonths before an overla}' would take ef(ect explaining the new 

mandatory 1 + IO-digit dialing requircn\ents and the overlay plan to the public. 

17. D.96·12-086 directed that, upon activation of the overlay area code, 

customers who dial seven digits will hear an h\structional recordir\g informing 

then\of the 1 + IO-digit dialil\g requirement. 

18; D.96-12-086 identified certain mininulO\ c1cn\ents to be included in the 

customer education plan, including aI\ explanation why mandatory 1 + 10-digit 

dialing is necessary, and assurance that the change in their diaJingpatterns will 

not afled the rates charged for calls. 

19. -TIle results of the consumer preference poll reviewed in 0.96-12-086 n\ust 

be e\'aluated in light of the increasing hardship of cumulative changes in area 

code, and the difficulty in fairly devising successi\tc splits of the same NPA over 

time. 

20. As the 415 NPA faces furthr.t shrinkage in the current proposal for code 

relief, the dr(\wing of boundarie~: that minimize the splitting of local con\nutnities 

becomes increasingly difficult. 

21. The shorter the NPA life, the more frequently customers must be subjected 

to the disruptions and hardships that come with changing area codes yet again. 
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22. The overlay avoids the contentiousness of dri'wing new NPA boundaries 

by leaving existing boundaries intact, and avoids the need for existing customers 

to change their existing telephone nUlllber area code. 

23. O\'er the long-tern" overlays tend to divide communities inasmuch as 

comn\lmities will not be idenlifiable by a single area code. Over the long tern', 

this efleet may be more pronounced than the community rifts that arc introduced· 

by area code splits. 

24. A geographic split Cl'eates economic hardships particularly on affected 

businesses which must notily customers of area code changes, and change 

business cards, letterheads" advertisements, etc. 

25. \Vith an overlay, geographic boundaries no longer define a single NPA, 

thereby elimh'ating the advantage of havirtg geographically-defined NPA 

boundaries as a meal\S of identifying and unifying (omnumities of int('Cest. 

26. A business may consider an assignrl'lent of the overlay NPA less desirable 

than the original NPA, since customers Il\ay perceive the business with the new 

NPA to be newer or less established than the neighboring busi.ness that relains 

the more recognized original NPA. 

27. Pacific possess the majority of NXX codes in the 415 NPA, and like other 

carriers may seck to offer numbers to customers from NXX codes in the 415 NPA 

after the overla), as a n'arketing tool 

28. Number pooling can promote more competitively neutral access to 

numbering resources for all participating carriers by enabling multiple carriers to 

share a single NXX code through the technology associated with permanent LNP. 

29. An audit of code utilization within the industry will be required to 

determine the maximum number of NXXs or blocks of 1,000 numbers that can be 

recovered (rom pooling participaiHs (or sharing. 
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30. \Vith an overlay, customers will experience the loss of seven-digit dialing 

for caBs within the same NP A. 

31. In the consur'ner preference surveys reviewed in 0.96 .. 12-086, cilstomcrs 

placed significant value on the ability todial only seVen digits for calls within the 

NPA. 
. - -

32, Although customers i~\ the 415 NPJ\.r-,ay already bC'actustomed to'di'aling ~ 
. ..: ~- . - '. ~ . 

1 + 10 digits for a portion of their calls, the overlay will st~llrequire them to learn 

that calls within the same area' code'also require 1 + to-digit dialing~ 

33. -\Vith the overlay, cust0li.\ers \yith multiple lines at the sa.ne'locatioh 

seeking to. add additional lines rilay o.nly be able to obtain the additi()n~l'lil\es 

under the new ar~acodc, resulting in two at~a codes at the same location. 

34. \Vhile both the ov~rlay and gecigr<lphk.split hAve certain ad~ei$e impacts, -

_ the overlay will have less overall ad\'erse irnpacts than the J?eogr~phic spJit 

<lltcrnative proposed for the 415 NPA. 

Conclusions 'of Law 
1. The adopt~d rclief plan should be th~ alternative which b~~t satisfies the 

criteria applied by the Industry Tean, in their selection of relief altc'rnatives, 

nan\ely: 

a. Minimize end users' conJusion. 

h. Balance the (ost of irnplcme'ntatiOl\ fOr all a(fected parties. 

c. Provide that customers who undergo 1,umb~r changes shall not be 
required to change again fora period of eight to 10 years. 

d. Not favor a particular intercst gr6up. 

e. Cover a period of at least five years beyond the predicted date of 
exhaustion. 

f. . Provide that all of the (odes in a given area shall exhaust about the 
same tin\e il\ the (ase of splits. In pr<lctice, this n\a}' not be pOSSible, but 
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severe imbalances, for example, a difference in NPA lifetimes of more 
than 15 years, should be avoided. 

g. Comply with state and federal statutes, rulings a-nd orders. -

2. in order to quttlif}' (or approval l the overlay plan must mcet the minhnunl 

criteria established by this ConunissioI\ and by the FCC for competitive, 

neutrality at the date by which the overlay would take effect. 

3. The adoption of the proposed overlay lor the 415 NPA satisfies the 

prescribed criteria for competitive ncutralitYI and provides the best overall -

solution based upon the relic( planning criteria applied by the Industry Team: 

4. The proposed overlay plan should be approved in accordance with the 

tern's and conditions adopted in the order below. 

5. The customcr education progran\ to a(quaint customers with mandatory 

- 1 + to-digit dialing and the overlay, as ·ordered 'in 0.96-12·086, should incorporate 

the features set forth below. 

6. Since pcrmh':-,i·.,c 1+10-digit dialing already is in place [or some 

telecOllln\unications carriers, 'customers should be encouraged to voluntarily dial 

1 + 10-digits (or calls, where permissive 1 + lO-dialing is available within their NPA 

as part of thc education prograrn during the year leading up to the overlay. 

Customers shall be directed to contact their telecommunications carrier in order 

to determine whether permissivc 1 + 10 is available in thcir area. 

7. Thc record cd instructional annOUllCCJl\Cnt alerting customcrs who dial 

seVen digits to dial 1 + 10-digits should be continued indefinitely by all 

telecommunications carriers following the date Inandatory 1 + 10 - digit dialing 

beginning the 415 NPA in preparation for thc ovcrlay area codc. 

S. TIle pubHc education plan should focus atteJltion on the education of all 

classes of customers including children, the elderly, the disabled, as well as to the 

non·Eng1ish speaking in the current 415 NPA. 
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9. The educ(llion program should covcr customers in adjacent NPAs, since 

Cltst0111ers therein will still be impacted b}' the 415 NPA dialing requirements to 

the extent they tempor(uily visit and make calls within thc'415 NPA region. 

to .. To a lesser extent, some public education regarding this overlay plan needs 

to be conducted on a statewide basis, recognizing that California is a highly 

mobile stale, i't1ld residents from other California regions Illay have ()CCa~ioh'tO' 

travel into the 415 NPA calling area. 

11. The industry should give priority to notifying security alarnl companies, 

custOJllerS with PBXs, and other entities which willilced to reprogram equipment 

as a result of the change to Illandatory 1 + 10-digitdiaJing. 
_ _ • :. .1 IIiI 

12. The Commission should place a high priority On promo~ing the 
. .. ... . .- ~ . . 

development of measures to ptOl).lpte t.he ~ffiden.t utilization of NXX codes so 

. that CLCs are l\ot competi,tivcly di~advantaged b}' lin\ited access to numbering 
. ~ .. ,. - '. . .. . 

resources after the overlay is established. 

13. Upon review of the (urther (omments to be solicited by the ALJ, the 

Comnlission should make a (urther assessment of appropriate measures needed 

to protect existing l,()()()-number blocks from contamination pending 

implementation of number pooling. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The proposed overlay plan {or the 415 Numbering Plan Arca (NPA) as 

presented by the North American Numbering Plan Adn,inistrator (NANPA) 

identified as Alternative 5 as amended within this Order is hereby npproved. 

2. All telephone corporations shall implement permissive 1+ IO-digit dialing 

by October 21, 1999 and mandatory I + 10~digit dialing on July 24, 2000 lor all calls 

in the 415 NPA. 
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3. All telephone corporations arc hereby ordered to proceed with all due 

diligence to expeditiously implement the approved 415 NPA overlay relief plan, 

\\'ith the new area code overlay to take effect Oil October 2i', 2000. 

4. No later than June 1999, the NANPA shall notify the general public by 

press release regarding the neW atea code to be assigned as an overJay covering 

the same geographic area as the existing 415 area code. The notice shall set forth 

the schedule for n\andatory 1 + 10-digit dialing effective July 24, 2000 and for the 

'new area code to be activated effective October 21,2000. 

5. Each telephone corporation, inchlding paging companies and reseners, ' 

serving the geogr.1phic area covere~ by the eXisting 415 NPA shall givc written 

notice to its affected customers of the adopted 415 NPA overlay relief plan 
"-

without delay and no later ,than }ime 1999. The notice shall advise custolners as 

to whether that 'telephOl\C corporation offers permissive 1 + to-digit dialing to 

reach numbers within their own area code in preparation for the pending 

overJa}', and that 1 + to-digit dialing will becon\e mandatory within the 

boundaries of the 415 area code as a result of the new overlay area code and that 

such dialing will be effective on July 24, 2000. 

6. The NANPA shall provide nationwide notific~1tion of the adopted 415 NPA 

relief plan h}' no later than October 1999. 

7. The NANPA shall convene an Industry Team n\ceting within 60 days 

foJlowing the e({eclivc date of this decision for the purpose of developing 

consensus on the implementation of the public edllc<.ltion progmm for the 

overlay to include, at a Illinimulll, the elements discussed in Decision 

(D.) 96-12-086, and in the conclusions of law above, and the schedule for 

mandatory 1 + to digit dialing. 

8. }"he public education prograrn shaH give first priorit}' to focusing on the 

415 NPA and surrounding arcas, at\d provide (or a combination of press releases, 
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tcJcvision and r.ldio announcements, and billing inserts explaining the effects of 

the overlay. 

9. The Industry Team shall submit a draft proposal of tll(~ public edllc.ltion 

progrant to the Com.mission's Consumer Services and Tclecommllnic.ltions 

Divisions and Public Advisor's Office, including a ptoposed budget and fundhlg 

proposal, for revie\\' and approval as scheduled by the assigned Administrative -

Law Judge (ALJ). The review and approval shall be coordinated among the 

Public Advisor, the Consunler ServiCes and Telecommunications DiVisions, the 

assigned ALJ, the Coordina.ting COlllmissioner for telecort\l1umications, and the 

Assigned COll\missioner. 

10. Any existing ('ertificated la.cililies-baSed con'lpetitive local carrier (eLC) 

which has not previously been assigned a415 NPA NXX (ode, shall file a 

. "Statement of Inlene' with the Calif ofilia Code Administrator (CNCA) if it seeks 

to be assigned such a code ill the 90 days prior to the implcmenlatiOJ\ of the 

overlay, to be (iled by September 30, 1999. 

11. Any new facilities-based CLCs becoming certificated or intending to 

become (ertified bctween Scptenlber 30, 1999, and the activation of th~ overlay 

NPA in October 2000 shaH be required to notify the NANPA within 30 days of 

certification if they intend to request a 415 NPA NXX (ode prior to October 2000. 

12. The NANPA shall reserve the requisite NXX codes to satisfy the }:CC code 

assignment requirement within the 415 NPA. 

13. To the extent NXX codes elfe needed to meet the FCC requirement, 

additional codes shall be reserved ironl the lottery to be made available to new 

entrants without any ('odes in the 415 NPA who require one. 

14. \Vithin the fina190 days preceding the opening of the overlay NPA, the 

NANPA shaH declare a freeze on further assignments of 415 NPA codes, with the 

exception otllC\V entrants who requite one code to satisfy FCC rcqtliremcnls. 
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The Commissioll, on its own motion or at the request of the NANPA, reserves the 

option to reevaluate this freeze as the availability of NXX (odes through 

October 2000. 

15: The COll1mission shall further consider appropriate measures regarding 

the assignment of telephone nun\bets fton\ NXX (odes in the 415 N PA after the 

overlay NPA is ftctivatcd in order to promote competitive neutrality .. 

16. Pacific shaH filc a report on April 23, 1999, reporting as to whether full 

LNP has been implemented in the 415 NPA including identification and 

redificatiOl\ of any LNP-re1a'ted ca1l (onlpletion problems. The report shall be 

sef\~ed on parties of record. 

17. The NXX codes in the 415 NPA shall remain subject to lottery raHoning 

\vith the rcmclit\ing NXX (odes in the 415 NPA have been exhausted. 

18. A limited exception to the policy adopted in 0.96-12-086 is granted to 

permit the 415 NPA overlay "to be implcnlented prior to January 1,2001. 

This order is effective today. 

D,lted April 1, 1999, at San Francisco, Ca1ifornia. 
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RICHARD A. BlLAS 
President 

HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 

Commissiol\ers 
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OPINION 

I. Introduction 

By this decision, we formally approve the proposed overlay relief plan (or 

the 415 Numbering Plan Area (NPA) based upon review of the alternatives as 

presented to the Commission by the North American Numbering Plan 

Administrator (NANPA) by transmittal letter dated December 18, 1998. The 

415 NPA currently serves a portion of Local Aaess Transport Area (LATA) 72.2 

principally located in the City of San Francisco and portions of Marin Counties. 

The 415 NPA boundaries including rate centers and exchanges arc illustrated on 

the Appendix A map of this Order. 

The 415 area code was introduced in California ill 1947. The 510 and 

650 area codes were split frorn the 415 NPA iI\ 1991 and 1997, respectively. The 

remaining 415 ilreil codc, covering San Fr.'ncisco and l\1arin Counties, still 

requires additional relief to meet the industry's 'projected exl~aust date of second 

quarter of 2000. Accelerated growth in the 415 area code will require continued 

use of extraordinary conservation n\casures by the iJ\dustry to cnsure available 

NXX codes last until first qUilrtcr of 2001. The demand for numbering resources 

in the 415 NPA is being stimulated by the introduction of conlpetition in the local 

exchange market and accelerated demand for rieW services and rapid changes in . 

technology. 

The process for implementing new area codes in California is covered both 

by stllte st.ltutes, applicable Conllnission decisions, and industry guidelines. 

Ca1ifornia stllte stlltute prescribes requirements for customer notification, 

establishment of new NPA boundaries and transitional dialing periods. 

II Affected subscribers" must have written notice at least 24 months prior to the 

introduction of (\ new area codc. 
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\Ve have formulated statewide policies regarding are.l code relief through 

a series of decisions since 1995. Area code relief plans have become increasingly 

controversial in recent years as the demand for nurnbering'resources has risen 

dram~tically due to new technological advances in telecommunications and to 

the adveIH of local conlpetition. \Ve acknOWledged the need for a ~on\prehellsive 

statewide poUcyon area code relief in ~onnection with the proposed 310 NPA . ~ 
relief plan filed in 1995. We ~onsideted at that time the adoption of an overlay 

. for the 310 NPA as an alternative to the traditional use of geographic splits. In 

Decision (D.) 95-08-052, we rejected the overlay option for the 310 NPA on the

basis that, among other things, it was not at that time a ~ompetitively neutral 

relief remedy. We left open the prospect of considering an overlay as an option 
I .. - -

in future NPA relief plans once the ~nticompetitive aspects of the overlay could 

be o\,ercon\e. \Ve further directed that the Local Competition Docket be used to. 
- . 

develop a comprehensive statewide policy regarding NPA relief. . -

On August 2, 1996, we issued D.96-08-028, adopting certain initial 

nleasures as part of a statewide policy on area code relief. We concluded in 

D.96-08-028 that as a conditiOll for consideration of the overlay as a relief option, 

the overlay nUlst be con\pelitively neutral. W.e also <,stabHshed two prerequisites 

at a minimum for competitive neutr,1Iity. These were: (1) mandatory 1+10-digit 

dialing for all calls within the service areas subject to the overiaYi' and (2) the full 

implementation of per:manent local number portability (LNP) within the service 

area subject to the overlay. We determined that a further record needed to be 

I In 0.96-12-086, we ruled not to adopt statewide mandatory 1 + to-digit dialing 
concurrently with the first overlay. \Ve concluded that the advantages of preserving 
scven-digit dialing, (or as many customers and (or as long as possible, outweigh any 
potential customer confusion resulting from instituHng mandatory 1 + to-digit dialing 
only in those regions subject to overlays. 
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developed regarding the relative merits of overlays versus splits once 

anticompetiti\'c impediments could be overcome. 

On December 20, 1996, the Como\ission released 0.96-12-086, further 

expanding on the policy regarding the use of overlays once the competitive 

impedin'lents could be resolved. In 0.96-12-086, we evaluated the relative merits 

of splits verSus overlays in terms of how consun\ers would be impacted .... .". 

differently with all. overlay versus a geographic split. In particular, We reviewed 

consumer surveys conducted by various parties concerning preferences for 

overlays and geographic spHts as a means of creating neW area codes. In that. 

decision, we concluded that, at least for the ncar term, customers were better 

served with the geographic split option. We directed that splits should continue 

to be used for reHef plans which would take effect at least through the year 2000, 

. with the exception of the 310 Nl'A. 

Sh\ce the proposed 415 NPA relief plan implementation date would occur 

after the year 2000, the D.96-12-086 limitation of relicE options to geographic 

splits would not apply. The Industry has also reached consensus, however, to 

propose an accelcr,ltion in the overlay area code implementation date to occur as 

early as April 2000, with marldatory 1 + 10 - digit dialing to begin on 

January 8, 2000. Such an acceler(lted implementation proposal is presented even 

though D.96-12-086 states that new area (odes are to be implemented by 

geographic split prior to January 1,2001. The Cornmission has opened 

R98-12-014 to develop a N PA relief planning policy on a prospective basis. For 

purposes of the present 415 NPA proposal, we shall evaluate it based on its own 

merits. In 0.97-08-065, we required that an over1ay be evaluated in refe(ence to 

the same criteria applicable to a geographic split. 

In 0.96-12-086 we developed necessary conditions which n\\lst be met in 

order to justify approval of an overlay. 'We required that a customer education 
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program be instituted at least 12 months before an overlay would take effect, 

explaining the new mandatory 1 + 10-digit dialing requirements and the overlay 

plan to the public. \Ve also required that upon approval of any overlay, the code 

administrator and telecornmunications industry members were to! 

a. Notify the nationwide industry, the national code administrator, and 
customers of the proposed dialing plCin change. . . 

b. Educate customers, industry, and internCi} employees on the dialing 
plCin change. 

c. Correct signage foJ' dialing instructions on payphones and in 
directories. 

d. PerloI'n\ switch translation work for implemeJ\ting mandatory dialing 
(12 weeks prior to cutover). 

e. Simultaneously with the cutover, institute customer instructional 
.announcements {or misdialed seven-digit calls. 

In addition to the requirements imposed by the Comrnission, the Federal 

Communications Conl.mission (FCC) issued its own requirements in FCC 

Order 96 .. 333 with respect to overlays. In particular, the I:CC required that every 

carrier was to be assured of at least one NXX code in the existing area code 

during the 90-day period preceding the introduction of the overlay. The FCC has 

also prohibited the use of overlays which apply only to spedfic services such as 

cellular. Based upon these policies, we now consider the proposed options 

submitted by the NANPA for relief in the 415 NPA. 

II. Industry Jiellef Planning Process 

The planning process for NPA relief is establish~d in the 

industry-approved docum~l\t INC 97-0404-016 "NPA Code Relief Planning and 

Notification Guidelines," to be us~d by NPA Relief Coor.dinators. The document 

1isl~ the assumptions, constraints, and planning principles used in NPA code 
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relief planning efforls. It also lisls the steps of the NPA code relief planning 

process and describes the alternative methods of providing NPA code relief and 

their charaeleristics. Industry meetings were conducted to develop alternatives 

for exhaustion relief in the 415 NPA, based on prescribed criteria which had been 

used by the industry for previous relief plans.} The criteria are: 

1. Minimize end users' confusion. 

2. Balance Ihe cost of implementation for all affeeled parties. 

3. Provide that customers who undergo number changes shall not be 
required to change again for a period of eight to ten years. 

4. Not favor a particular interest group. 

5. Cover a period of at least five years beyond the predicted date of 
exhaustion. 

6. Provide that all of the codes in a given area shaH exhaust abottt the 
same time in the case of splits. In practice, this rnay not be possible, but 
severe imbalances, for example, a difference in NPA Ii(etimes ot nlOfe 
than 15 years, should be avoided. 

7.' Comply with state and federal statutes, rulings and orders. 

By leUer to the assigned Administr,1tive L"\\\' Judge dated 

December 18, 1998, Lockheed Martin IMS, in its role as the North American 

Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA), on behalf of the telecommunications 

industry in California, presented the two versions o( a NPA relief plan for the 

415 area code. 

These versions were developed by represell.tatives of the California 

telecon\munic~1tions industry in meetings facilitated by NANPA using a 

} The criteria are based on the INC 97-0404-016 "NPA Code ReJief Planning and 
Notifitation Guidelines." 
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consensus decision making process and following industry approved NPA (elief 

planning guidelines. Important input to the relief plans was provided at public 

meetings required by Public Utilities (Pub. Utn.) Code § 7930(b), which were 

conducted bl Scptelllber 1998, and a local jurisdiction mectit\g, which waS held 

with city and county government representatives on July 28, 1998. 

The NANPA convened a series of industry meetings beginning in 

January 1998, attended by members of the telecommunications industry planning 

team to discuss and develop relief alternatives for the 415 NPA. This team is 

composed of the Lockheed l\1artin - NANPA, California Public Utilities 

Comn\ission (CPUC) staff· and current code holders! local exchange carriers, 

intcrexchange carriers, wireless c.arr~ers and con\petitivc local carriers. As a 

result of the industry meetings, the industry reached consensus' to forward 

Allern,ltives 5, an overlay plan, to the Commission for a final decision .• 

III. Publfc Notification and Me(:tings 

In ~priJ 1998, public notification of the impending exhaust of the 415 area 

code was initiated by telephone corporations pursuant to the established 

two-year advance notification requirement Pub. Ulil. Code § 7930. Industry 

meetings began in Jalluary 1998 to develop alternatives [or exhaust relief. 

• The CPUC staff docs not vote on NPA relief plans. 

J The INC 97-04().l-016 "NPA COlii' Rdirf P/rnmiug fWlt NolificatioH Guidelines" defines the 
term "consensus" for lISC in the planning proc('ss as follows: 

"ConS('nsus is established when substantial agreement has been reached 
among interest groups participating in the consideration of the subject at 
hand. Interest groups arc those materiall}' affected by the outcome or 
result. Substantial agreement means more than a simple majority, but not 
necessarily unanimity.1I 
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A Local Jurisdiction meeting for city and county government 

representatives \' .. 'as held on July 28, 1998. The purpose of this meeting was to 

provide jurisdictions with a status 01\ the 415 NPA-reHef process and "to gather 

additional information. Representatives were asked to express their support for 

the a1terJlati\'es by filling out a "show-of-interest" form. C 

The industry prcscnted one ovcrlay plan (Alternative 5), and alterni'ttivc· 

geographic split plans (Alternatives 3A/B, lA/B) at the Local Jurisdiction 

meeting. Comments reccived at the local jurisdiction meeting included 

suggestions to consider a 3-way split alternative to prOVide longer relief, and· 

sentiment from each jurisdiction to retain the 415 NI'A. 

Following the Local Juri~diction meeting, .the illdustry rnet to determine 

which relief alternatives to pI'esen~ to ttte public. It was decided to prescnt 

. Alternative lA & IB (splitt and Alternative 5 (overlay). Alternative 3A & 38, a 

geographic split plan, was eliminated (rom further consideration and not 

presented to the public because it split a rat.e center (which would negatively 

impa.ct e(forts to implement LNP), and because it received only minimal support 

from the local jurisdiction representatives (only the City of San Rafael l in 

Marin Count)', favored this alternative.) 

Public meetings were required to occur within six months of the initial 

customer notification, i.e' l by October 1998. The industry team held three public 

• White the show-of-interest is not intended to be a popular v'oling IllC(hanisnl, it docs 
provide the industry with a means of getting input on relief alternatives. The . 
show-of·interest also provides the industry a method of gathering comments and issues 
from those in attendance. 

J Alternative IAIB would require a gcogr.lphic split of the ccntral and western portions 
of the City of San Fr.mdsco. Appendix B depicts the geographic boundaries of a 415 
arca code split under Alternative lA/B. 
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meetings, as required per Pub. Util. Code § 7930. The industry, NANPA and the 

CPUC jointly conducted three public meetings, one in San Rafael and two in 

San Francisco on September 22 and 23, 1998. The combined show-of-interest 

selections (rom both the Local Jurisdiction and Public Meetings resulted in the 

following results: Alternative lA .. 5 preferellCeSj Alternative IB - 2 preferences; 

Alternative 5 - 55 preferences; l\1iscellaneous - 18 preferences. There.wasa 

dontinant showing of interest towards Alternative 5, the overlay. 

The industry 'reached consensus on one single planl Alternative 5, the 

overlay plan. On October 13, 1998, the industry directed NANPA, to forward· 

these findings to the Comrl'lission for a final decision. 

IV. PrOposed Plan 
Alternative 5 introduces a new overla}' area code in the same geOgraphic 

: area as the existing 415 area codc; and allo\vs all existing Cllst4)H)('is to ret.lin their 

415 area code and telephc)]\e number. The overlay requires that all custorncrs (in 

the 415 area code and the new overlay area code once it takes effect) dial 1 plus 

the area code plus the seven-digit number for all calls beginning 

October 14,2000. The proposal calls (or the overlay area ~ode to take effect on 

January 20, 2001. The industry asks the Commission to decide the scope and 

timing of a customcr ed ucation pJan associated \\lith this relief plan. 

As a result of the shortage of available NXX codes in the 415 NPA, parties 

joined in a consensus that the NANPA request that the Commission considcr an 

ac~eler{lted implen\entation sdledule (or the recommended relief plan. The 

industry proposes that the exact date o( any accelerated schedule be determined 

by the Commission after consultation with the industry in conjunction with the 

n"tastcr relief schedule. Based On when a plan is approved, the Industry believes 

accelerated implementation could provide reHef up to nine months sooner. The 

industry believes the COllUl)ission should allow for an accelerated overlay 
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schedule only to the ~xtent that an effective and comprehensive education 

progr<llll is implemented in a timely manner. 

Three position papers were filed regarding 415 NPA relief options. The 

first position paper was jointly sponsored by GTE California Incorporated, 

~1obileMedia/f\10bileComm, Pacific Bell; Pacific Bell \Virc1ess, PagcNet and The 

telephone COiulection. The parties to the first position paper focused their 

comn\ents on the question of whether the overlay implen\entation schedule 

should be accelerated. The parties noted that the reason certain industry 

men\hers had not supported an accelerated schedule was concern that remaining 

NXX codes in the 415 NPA would be taken out of the lottery upon the opening of 

the overlay NPA and such codes would becon\c quickly exhausted. Because 

customers would prefer a 415-NPA number toa number from the overlay NPA, 

competitors ,i.'ould tend to deplete all r~n't~ining NXX codes in the 415 NPA to· 

the exclusion of codes in the new NJ>A. 

A similar concern was raised at the Industry Planning meeting for the 

650 NPA, at which tin\e participants agreed that if an overlay is approved for the 

650 NPA, the rell\aiJ\ing NXX codes in the 650 NPA would not be removed (rom 

the lottery, but would continue to be rationed via the lottery process after the 

new NPA opens until suc.h codes are exhausted. The sponsors of the first 

position paper argue that a similar treatment of NXX codes in the 415 NPA 

should adequately address any concerns over premature code exhaust, and 

should resolve any rel'naining objections to the acceler,ltcd 415 NPA overlay 

schedule. 

A secolld position paper was filed by the California Cable Television 

Association. A separate position paper was jointly sponsored by Nextlink illld 

ICG T~tccom. In its position paper, CCT A ''c:lcquie$ccs'' to the overlay proposal 

"only with great reluctance," CCfA concedes that an overlay appeMs to be the 
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least disruptive alternative for the 415 NPA under the unique circumstances 

where the current 415 NPA is essentially the geography of San Francisco. CCf A 

exprcsses concerns, however, over the potential con\petitive advantage which all 

overla}' could provide for Pacific sillce it possesses the majority of NXX codes in 

the415 NPA. CCfA notes the sentiments expressed by sn\all business owners at 

the 415 NPA public meetings concerning the desire for numbers with a 415 area . 

codc, as opposed to a new ilambfguous arca code/' which might be misconstrued 

by custonlCCS as signifying a distant location or a new, less-established business. 

CCfA stresses the need (or the overlay education plan to cOllvey to the public 

that new area code is the geographic "twin" of thc 415 NPA. 

In their joint corntllents, Nextlink and ICG both share similar concerns over 

the potential con\petitive disadvantage suffered by CLCs relative to ILECs with 

an overlay. Nextlink and ICG also argue that an accelerated schedule should not 

be "dopted at the expense of effective consumer education about the overlay. In 

any case, Nextlink and ICG would only support an accelerated schedule on the 

condition that NXX codes in the 415 NPA remain in the lottery until exhausted. 

Separate COJl\ments were jointly filed on January 29, 1999, by the California 

Small Business Association (CSBA) and the California Small Business Roundtable 

(CSBR) in support of the proposed overJay. CSBA/CSBR point to the disruptive 

impact that area code splits have on srnall businesses, noting that the telephone 

number is ailieal part of a small business' identity. It is how customers reach a 

small bush\ess to inquire about its products or services, place orders and obtain 

customer service. Business OWners have told CSBA and CSBR that keeping the 

same telephone numb~r is extremely important to their businesses because some 

of their best customers contact them once every two or three years (e.g., to 

rep1ace or upgrade their equipment, obtain major or emergency repair service, 

etc.). TIley also have said that keeping the saine number is important because 
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they depend on cllstomer referrals for new business. CSBA/CSBR argue that 

consequently, for small business owners, having to change telephone numbers 

because of an area code split is not just an inconvenience, but l1\e<lns losing old 

and new cllstomers. 

v. Discussion 

\Ve conclude that the proposed 415 NPA overlay would best satisfy -the 

criteria for evaluation of relief plans as identified by the industry team, and 

would provide the best overall rentedy for NXX <:ode relief when <:ompared . 
against any geographic split alternative. 

The industry has detcrn\ined that.an ac<:eleration to AprilS, 2000 <:ould 

-accoJl\n\odate the early opening of the overlay area <:ode. While we appreciate 

that su<:h an accelerated opening of the area <:ode could relieve code shortages in 

the 415 NPA soonerl it would also ttuncate the time available to prepare the 

public for mandatory 1+ IO-digit dialing and to educate them concerning the 

110\'el nature of the overlay .concept. It is important that the public be given an 

adequate amount of time to prepare lor the overlay implementation in order to 

minimize any disruptive effeds which nught otherwise occur. Pub. UHI. Code 

§ 7931({)(1) requires that the geneml public be given at least 12 months advance 

notice regarding the geographic area included in both the old and the new area 

code, together with the schedule for l\I\y tri\nsitional dialing periods. The 

acceleration of the opening of the new area code to April 8, 2(x){) might not 

provide sufficiclH lead time to acconHi\odate the minimum 12-month advance 

notice requirement. 

In joint comments filed ~1arch 22, 1999/ on the draft decision, Pacific and 

GTEC argued that while an i\(cderation in the overlay implementatiOl\ to April 

of 2000 may not be acceptable, the overlay should not be delayed until January 

2001. Pacific and GTEC state that the overlay inlplemcntation could be 
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accelerated to October 2000, and still meet the necessary statutory advance notice 

requirements. Aithough 0.96-12-086 prescribed that geographic splits were to be 

used for NPA relief implemented prior to the year 2001, Pacific altd GfEC 

believe an October 2000 overlay implemcntation date is still warranted in this 

instance. Pacific and GTEC note that the Coo\mission authorized an overlay for 

the 408 NPA and the 714 NPA prior to the year 2001 as an exception to the p'oHcy . 

adopted in 0.96-12-086. Pacific and GTEC believe a similar exception is 

warranted here. 

\Ve shall adopt the proposal of PacifiC and GfEC to accelerate the 

implemcntation date for opening the overlay are~ code to October 21, 2000 to 

acc9.J~\modate earlier r~H~f .of NXX code exhaust. The acceleration of the opening 

of.the area code overla}' to October 211 2000, is appropriate in this instance since 

. it ",HI provide access to l~uJl\bcting resources on a more timely bilSis. TIle 

shortage of NXX codes limits the ability of carriers to obtain thc necessary 

numbering resources to offer local sen'ice within a given NPA. By delaying the 

opening of the area code overlay until January 2001, carriers would be deprived 

of NXX codes (rom the opening of the overlay, thus flirther constraining their 

abilit}' to provide numbers to their customers. The accelerated opening of the 

overlay to October 21, 2000, will permit carriers to use NXX codes from the 

oveda}' NPA earlier than would otherwise be possible to assign telephone 

numbers to new customcrs. We shaH correspondingly accelerate the 

implement,ltion date for mandatory 1+10-digit dialing to begin in the 415 NPA. 

Thus, to preserve a three-month window prior to the in'lplcmentation of the 

overlay are,) code, l+lO-digit dialing shaH become mandatory in the 415 NPA on 

July 24, 2000. 

The acccler,1ied implementiltion of the overlay area code should also'still 

provide sufficient time to prepare the public for mandatory 1 + 10-digit dialing 
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und to educate them concerning the novel nature of the overlay concept. It is 

important that the public bc given an adequate amount of tiolC to prepare for the 

overlay implementation in order to minimize all}' disrupti\'e effects ,yhieh might 

otherwise occur. The acceleration of the opening of the new area code to 

October 21, 2000 should provide su(ficient lead time to accommodate the 

minimunl 12-month advance cllstomer notice rcquiref'llellt. 

As disclissed below, we also conclude that the accelerated overlay start 

date should provide sufficient lead time to satisfy conlpetitive neutrality criteria. 

The early itnplel'llentationdate {or the overlay thus warrants a limited exception 

to the policy adopted in 0.96-12-086 calling (or the continued usc of geOgraphic 

splits for area code relief implemented prior to the January 11 2001. \Ve authorize 

this exception to our po1icy in D.96-12-086 only {or the 415 NPA based on the 

. specific circumstances before us here. Our generic polk}' adopted in D.96-1,2-086 

calling for the Use of geographic splits for area code relief imple1'nented prior to 

January 1,2001, otherwise remains in cUcci. Our authorization of ,In ac(elcmfed 

imp1ementation of the 415 NPA overlay in no way prejudges the outcome of our 

dcJiber,ltions in R98·12-014 conce[ning the prospective Commission pOlicy 

regarding are~, code relief methods. 

In pre\'ious NPA relief plans, certain industry members had not supported 

an acceler,lled schedule for an overlay implementation due to concernS that 

remaining NXX codes in the existing NPA would be taken out of the lottery upon 

the opening of the overlay NPA, and such codes would become quickly 

exhausted, bec,luse customers would prefer a number in the original NPA to a 

number to the exclusion of codes in the new NPA. 

Such a concern W,1S nlised at the Indl1str}' Planning .Meeting for the 

650 NPA at which time participants agreed that if an overlay is approved lor the 

650 NPA, the remaining NXX codes in the 650 Nfl A would not be removed from 
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the lotter)" but would continue to be rationed via the lottery process after the 

new NPA opens until such codes arc exhausted. \Ve believe that a similnr 

treatment of NXX codes ir' the 415 NPA should adeqm\le1}; address allyconcerns 

over premature code exhaust, and we shall make this a requirement for the 

accelerated 415 NPA over1ay schedule adopted hetein. 

1l1l~ potential merits of an over1ay Were considered in the consumer 

surveys reviewed in 0.96-12-086 in which tesponderlts expressed preferences for 

splits or overlays. Although respondents in the survey expressed a greater 

preference {or splits, compared with overlays, at the time the survey was taken, 

. the 4 IS NPA had not yet entered into'the current phase of code cxh:mstion, for 

which yet another round of NPA relief is. required.' The results of the previous 

consumer-preference poll must be weighed in light of the increasing hardship of 

cunntlatlve changes itt area code, and the difficulty in fairly devising sUl:t~essive 

splits of the same NPA over time. 

. . \Vhile either the overlay or a geographic split will have certain disruptive 

impacts on customers in the 415 NPA to the extent they each change the status 

quo, we believe the overlay will have less adverse overall impacts in this 

instance. Particularly in geographically small, densely populated regions, such 

as the 415 NPA, which have been subject to progressive shrink.lge through a 

successiOil of previous NPA splits, it becomes increasingly difficult to perpetuate 

a further splitting of the NPA indefinitely. Customers it\ the 415 NPA have . 

already gone through two NPA splits within the past eight yeclrs (the 415/510 

split in 1991 and the 415/650 split in 1997). As the 415 NPA faces the prospect of 

even further shrinkage it\ the current proposal before us, it becomes incre,lsingly 

di(ficult to drclw bounslaries that minimize splitting loc,ll communities, consistent 

with Pub. Util. Code § 2887(a). The drawing of boundaries becon\es ever more 
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contentious with each subsequent split. In this instance, a geographic split of the 

415 NPA would divide the City of San Francisco between two area codes. 

The overlay avoids the problems involved with the ·continual geographic 

splitting of local communities, by leaVing existing boundaries intact. The overlay 

also avoids the need lor existing customers to change their area code, the 

economic hardships resulting fron\ business having to notify cllstomers of are~ ~ 
code changes, and to change business cards, letterheads, ctc. While the overlay 

avoids these problems, the overlay is riot without its o\vn isslles. For example, 

while the NPA boundary would not change, the defining feature of the 

boundaries would itself change. In other words/·the geographic boundaries 

would no longer define a single NPA, but two (or more) NPAs. Thus, one of the 

.. advantages of having geographically-defined NPA boundaries (i.e, as a means of 

. comlllOn identification) will over time becoh\e less meaningful as multiple NPAs 

within a single geographic region pl'oliferate. The area code in an overlay 

signifies Wl1C11 the cuslon\er was assigned the nun\ber rather than tt11zere 

geographically, the nun\ber is located. Thlis, (or example, a business may 

consider an assignment of the overlay NPA le$s dcsirable than the original NPA 

which is assjgned to a neighboring business, particularly when the NPA is first· 

introduced. Customers may perceive the business with the new NP A to be 

newer or less established than the neighboring business that retains the n\ore 

recognized original NPA. TIlerc(ore, the advantage of the overlay in avoiding 

new geogr~'phic splits must be weighed against the dmwback that it also tends to 

obscure the traditional use of NPAs as a con\mon geographic bond of local 

communities of interest. 

Another drawback of an overlay which customers will experience is the 

loss of seven-digit diaHns for calls within the san\e NPA. In the consumer 

preference surveys reviewed iI\ D.96412~086, cllstomers gener(llly placed 
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significant valuc 011 the ability to dial only seven digits (or calls within the NPA. 

Yet, we must weigh the value of seven-digit dialing against the other problems 

involved in yet another split of the 415 NI'A. As further splitting occilrs, the 

percentage of calls which require dialing a scparate area code ittcreases. As the 

proliferation of neW area codes continues to (ragment previously homogenous 

NPA regions, therefore, the relative'advantages of seven-digit dialing app1i~s io~a - :.,. 

continually shrinking pool of numbers. Likewise, as this trend progr'esses~ the 

relative advantages of geographic splits compared with overlays become less 

apparent. 

\Ve are concerned that the public becomes properly educated concen\ing 

the impacts of the changes resulting front the overlay, including targeted 

outreach particularly to those public sectors with special needs such as children, 

. the elderly and disabled, and non·English-spcaking customers. To address this 

concern, we have previously mandated that a comprehensive public education 

progran .. (PEP) be conducted as a prerequisite to implementation of an overlay. 

We have already mandated such PEPs as precursors to the overlays approved (or 

the 310 and 408 NPAs. We shall likewise approve such a program (or public 

education and acceptance of the overlay in this instance. 

We believe that the 415 NPA overlay can be implemented in a 

competitively neutral manner. As previously stated, one of the prerequisites of 

conlpetitive neutr.1lity is (ull implementation of permanent LNP. Under the 

schedule adopted b)' the FCC, implementation of permanent LNP was to be 

concluded by December 31, 1998, in the 100 largest metropolitan service areas 

(MSAs) nationwide. We note ccr A's concerns that significant LNP 

implementation area failures still remain a.nd must be resolved before the overla.y 

takes effect. Since the overlay area code will not go into effect until 

bctober 21, 2000, however, the industry will still have time (or any debugging of 
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LNP startup problems to be resolved. As a cautionar), measure, however, we 

shall require Pacific to each file a report on April 23, 1999, reporting as to whether 

full LNP has been implenlented in the 415 NPA, including~identi(ki\tion and 

rectification of any LNP-reJaled call cornplction problems. Thus, we conclude 

that the proposed 415 NPA overlay satisfies the criterion that permanent LNP be 

available at the time the overlay is to take effect. 

Another potentia. problem with the overlay is that custon\ers who seek to 

add lines at the same location after the overlay takes effect may only be able to 

obtain the additional lines under the new area code and thus be left with two . 

area codes for multiplc lines in the sante locatioll. The only alternativc, if they 

wish for all their lines to be in one NPA, \~()uld be.to change the original 

numbers' area code, thereby losing one of the presumed advantages of the 

overlay. If the customer's local service provjder has a remaining inveJHory of . 

NXX codes within the 415 NP A, the provider presumably could offer the 

customer an additional line within the sat~\e NPA. We are concenled, however, 

with the potential for cerlain carriers, particularly the fLEes, to gain a 

competitive advantage by being "bIe to assign new numbers using the 415 NPA 

while new entrMlts with limited NXX codes in the 415 NPA may have to rely 01\ 

the new NPA (or making number assignments. We shall not resoh'e this issue in 

this decision, but will consider in a subsequent order what measures may be 

appropriate with respect to the assignment of nun\bers fron\ NXX codes in the 

415 NPA after the overlay NPA is initiated in order "to promote (ompetitive 

neutrality an\ong carrier~. 

\Ve also p)ilce a high priority on pronloting the development of measures 

to ensure the efficient utilization of NXX codes so that cClrriers arc not 

(OIllpetitivc1y disadvantaged by lin\itcd access to numbering resources. Number 

pooling is one essential tool to make more efficient usc of NXX codes. Parties 
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prcviously addr('ssed the prospects for developing number pooling, as well as 

olher code consen'aHon measures, in conuuents filed in this dockct on 

February 25, 1998 with replies on March 13, 1998, itl response to a1\ AL] ruling 

dated January 13, 1998. 

Nun'lher pooJiJ'g can promote Olote competitively neutral ac(css to 

numbering resources for aU participating carriers by enabling multiple carriers to -

share a single NXX code through the technology assodatoo with perOlanent LNP. 

there arc nurilerous and substantial technical, adnunistrative, and cost issues 

related to number pooling, howe\'er, that must be addressed. In particularJ more 

intensive tracking of number allocation wiII be required. An audit o( code 

utilization within the industry will be required to determine the maximun\ 

number of NXXs or blocks ot 1,000 numbers that can be r~ovcred fronl pooling 

participants for sharing. Sorne degree 6f NXX code utilization does not 

automatically disqualify an" NXX from being shared. The Industry Nlllnbering 

Comnlittee {INC)has recomn\ended that the degree of "contaminMion" 

(i.e., prior usage) that should be allowed for a block of 1,000 numbers to be 

considered (or the pool is 0% to 10%. Yet, some providcrs have urged a much 

higher level of contamination be allowed in order to achieve a greater degree of 

number efficiency. 

As a step toward the establishment of number pooling, the assigned AL] 

shaH solidt cOJ\\mcnts concerning what sorts of NXX code reporting 

requirements or other measures may be appropriate to protect cxistit\g 

l,OOO·number blocks {rom undue "contamination" pending the implementation 

of number pooJing. We shall place a high priority on the expedited 

impletllentation of number pooling in the 415 NPA. 
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VI. Availability of NXX Codes to Meet FCC Requirement 

In view of the contingcncy mcasurcs we adopt herein, we conclude that 

sufficient NXX codes will be available to permit the NANPA to assign at least 

one code in the 415 NPA to each ccrtified carricr within thc service area that docs 

not presently havc onc, as rcquircd by the FCC. As we notcd in 0.98-05-021, it 

takcs 66 days for the NANPA to complete the code openitlg proccss.".A schedlilc ; 

thus is necded (or carriers to notify the NANPA of their code ordcrs sufficicntly 

in advance to allow the (odcs to be opcncd on a timely basis. We shall therefore 

dired that any presently ccrtificated facilities-based CLC which has not 

previously been assigned a 415 NPA NXX code shall file a "Statcment of Intent" 

with the NANPA if it sceks to be assigned such a code. Thesc statentcnts shall be 

.file~ by Septembcr 3D, 1999. Likewis~1 any ncw facilities-based CLCs becoming 

. certificated bctween Septcmbcr 30, 1999, and the activation of the overJa)' NPA in 

October 2QOO shall be required to notify the NANPA within 30 days of 

certification if they intend to request a 415 NPA NXX code prior to October 2000. 

\Vc shall direct the NANPA to reserve the requisite codes to satisfy the FCC code 

assignment requirement as of the effective date of this order. Any eLC that is 

awarded a code in the 415 NPA through the lottery shall be removed fron\ the list 

of carriers eligible for a 415 NXX code assignment under the FCC requirement. 

\Ve shall also direct the NANPA to impose a freeze on lottery code assignments 

during the 90 days preceding the overlay opening. TIle Commission on its own 

motion or at the request of the NANPA may reevaluate this freeze as the 

implementation date of the overlay approaches and the availability of NXX codes 

thus becomes ntore predictable. The remaining assigned codes shall be rescrved 

during the final 90 days for assignment 10 new entr,Ults in the 415 NPA region 

which have not previoLlsly received an NXX code in the 415 NPA. 111ercfore, 

with these measures in place, we conclude that there wiH be sufficient codes to 
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permit each carrier to receive at least one code in the 415 NPA during the 90 days 

prior to the overlay taking effect. 

VII. Customer Education Program Regarding Mandatory 1 + 10-01git Dialing 
and the Overlay 

In 0.96-12-086, we recognized that the introduction of an overlay together 

with mandatory 1 + lO-digit dialing will be an innovation and require a 

transitional period for customers to bccon\e accustomed to the change. 

Customers within the b6undaries Qf'the overJay witl have to adjust to dialing 

1 + 10-digits when calling numbers everiwithhl their own NPA. In order to 

address the need (or custonler familiarity ~vith the new dialing pattern for the 

overlay NPA, \vcruled in 0.96-12-086 that a customer education program begin 

no later than 12 nlOJUhs prior to the implementation date for the overlay. 

\\Fe recently approved a public education plan (PEP) for the 310/424 NPA 

overla}' in 0.98-12-081. We shall direct that the industry implement a, similar PEP 

- for the 415 NPA overlay; drawing upon the experience acquir~d fronl the 

310/424 PEP. The formulation of the PEP for the 415 NPA overlay should also be 

done on a coordinated basis with any other overlays approved for the Bay Area 

scheduled to be implenlcnted in a similil.r timeframe. 

\Ve identified in 0.96-12-086 certain minimum clements to be included in 

any PEP in conjunction with an overlay. For example; the plan n\ust explain why 

mandatory 1 + to-digit dialing is a necessary feature of an overlay relief plan. 

Customers must be informed that the change in their dialing patterns resulting 

from an overlay will not affect the distinction between local and toll calls, nor ~he 

rates charged for the different types of calls. For the 310 NPA overlay, we 

required that the education plm\ should focus particular attention on the 

education of children as wen as to the elderly and disabled, in addition to 

non-English speaking customers. The PEP for the 415 NPA overlay should 
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incorporate similar (lppropriate meclSU(CS to communicate the change to each of 

these groups. 

The public education program should also give priority to notifying those 

entiti.es which will need to reprogram cquipn\ent to change to mandatory 

t + to-digit dialing. For example, electronic security alarm companies and those 

with PBXs need to be contacted as soon as possible to allow them maxin\un~ ICcld . 

time to reprogram equipment to accol:.nmodate mandatory 1+ IO-digit dialing. 

The education program must also permit callers to easily locate the correct 

area code for a given number and to know that the t + the area code must be -

dialed preceding any number within the region subject to the overlay. Under the 

current dialing plan, customers <\ia1411 (or directory assisMnce to locate 

numbers within the same NPA, and 555-1212 preceded h}t the area code, if the 

number is wHhin a different NPA.- The PEP must in{on)\ customers how to dial 

directory assishhlCC to locate numbers applicable to di((erenl arca codes within 

the same overlay r~gion. In addition to billing inserts and public service 

announcements, changes will also be nc<cssary in published telephone 

directories covering the NPA overlay region to identify the nrea code itl nddilion 

to the seven-digit number for each directory listing. Payphone sign age must also 

be updated in the NPA overlay region to refled the 1 + 10 digtt dialing change 

associated with the overlay. 

The education program must be conducted not merely within the service 

territory covered by the 415 NPA, but must also focus on customers in adjacent 

NPAs which have frequent interaction with customers in the 415 NPA. 

Particularly because the 1 + to-digit dialing requirement will onl}' apply in the 

region subject to the overlay, customers will need to be informed that the revised 

rules will not apply outside of the geographic boundaries of the 415 NPA. 
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Although customers outside of the 415 NPA will not be required to dial 

1 + 10 digits for calls \\'Hhin their own NPAs, they will still be impacted by the 

415 NPA overlay dialing requirements to the extent they temporarily Visit the 

415 NPA region and make calls within that region. To a lesser extent, some level 

of pubJic education tegardingthe overlay needs to be conducted on a st<ltewide 

basis, recognizing that California is a highly mobile state, and residents ironi . 

other California regions may travel into the 415 NPA calling area. Likewise, a 

statewide public education program wlll facilitate pUblic acceptance of any future 

overlays which n'tay be approved (or other NPAs within California. 

As we concluded in D.98-05-021, the Pub. VtU. Code §7931 requirement 

for a permissive and ll'tandatory dialing period was only intended to apply 

where eXistingarea codes ate changed as part of a geographic split relief plan 

under the terllls of Section 7931. . The permissive and mandatory dialing periods 

provide an opportunity (or cllstom('(s to become ac(uston\ed to the change in 

dialh\g requirements as a result of an area code change. Since existing numbers 

do not change in an overlay, the requirement for permissive and mandatory 

dialing in the context o( an area code change for existing numbers, as would be 

the case it\ a split, docs not apply.Custollters still need a transitional adjl1stn\ent 

period, however, to become acquainted with mandatory 1 + to-digit dialing and 

the notion of "twin" area codes within a single geographic area. 

Although the overlay does not involve a "pennissive" dialing period as 

traditionally defined in a geogr~phic split (i.e., where the caner can reach the 

same part)' by dialing either the old or new area code)~ a "permissive" dialing 

period is still relevant to the overlay in a different sense. We shan usc the tefm 

"permissive" dialing period in connection \vith an overlay to refer to the period 

during which customers can reach the san\e party by dialing either seven digits 
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or 1 + IO-digits. Customers arc pennitted, but not required, to usc 1 + 10-digit 

dia1iI\g during this period. 

As part of the customer education program for the 4)5 NPA overlay, we 

shall require that a formalllpermissive" dialing period be instituted beginning no 

laler than October 23, 1999 to coincide with the customer education progrdlll. To 

the extent that any carriers providing loca.l service within the 415 NPA do not' -

presently of(er their clistomers lhe capability to dial 1 + IO-digits within the same 

NPA, we shall require them to make permissive l+tO-digit dialing available to 

their clistomers by October 23, 1999. DUrillg the permissive dialing period, 

CuslOIllers should be encouraged to voluntarily dial 1 + to-digits (or calls within 

their NPA as part of the education program for the overlay. 

In D.96-12-086, we directed that, upon activation of mandatory 1 +10-digit 

_ dialing, custonlers who attempt to dial seven digits witl hear an instructional 

recording informing them of the t+ IO-digit dialing requirement. In the interests 

of minimizing customer confusion, mandatory 1+10-digit dialing should take 

e((ect prior to initiation of the new overlay area code. In this way, customers will 

a1ready have become somewhat accustomed to dialing 1+ to-digits before they 

have 10 make the further adjustment of distinguishing between two different area 

codes within the same geographic c"mng area. We shaH therefore appI'ove the 

proposed schedule for mandator}' 1+ IO-digit dillling to take e((ect in the 415 NPA 

on July 24, 2000. 'tVe shall require that aU telecommunications carriers hlstitute 

an instructional announcement directing c"Hers to dial 1 + IO-digits effective by 

this date to be continued indefinitely after the date overla}' area code is 

implemented in the 415 NPA. \Vith this measure in place, customer confusion 

should be minimized, even for visitors from other areas that arc subject to 

diffcrenrdialing patterns. \Vith repeated usage over time, pubJic familiarity and 

acceptal\CC of 1 + lO·digit dialing should increase. 
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\Ve shall direct the NANPA to convene an industry meeting within 60 days 

follo\\'ing the effective date o( this decision for the purpose of addressing the 

implell\elltation details of the public education program lor the overlay to 

include, at a 1l1inimum, the clements discussed above. The progral)) should give 

code relief implen\ented prior to the January 1,2001. the scheduled date for the 

overlay in October 2000 will alSo provide n\ol'e tirl\e (or the implcmeQ.tation 'of . 

number pOOling and other potential nleasures to maximize the availability of 

nun\bers in the 415 NPA for all carriers, and will provide more time to debug 

LNP problen\s, all in the interests of competitive Ileutrality. 

\Ve shall direct the NANPA to convene an industry meeting within 60 days 

fonowing the e(fective date of this decision for the purpose of addressing the 

implementation details of the publ~(' education program (or the overlay to 

. include, at a minimum, the demet\t discussed above. The program should give 

first priority to the 415 NPA and surrounding areas, and should provide (or a 

combination of press releases, television and radio announcen\ents, and billing 

inserts discltssing the effects of the overlay. The industry leam shall submit a 

draft of the proposed public education prognl!1' to the COJl\rnission's Consun\er 

Services and Telecornmunications Divisions and Public Advisor's Office [or 

Commission review and approval, to be scheduled by ALJ ruling. The Public 

Ad\'jsor will work in ~ooperation \vith the Consumer Services and 

Telecommunications Divisions, the assigned ALJ, the Coordinating 

COI)\missioJ\er for telecommunications and the Assigned Commissioner in 

reviewing the proposed plan, 

VIII. Conclusion 
On balance, we ~ondude that, while either an overlay or a geographic split 

entail certain adverse impacts to the extent they disrupt the status quo, the 

proposed overlay wilJ have less overall adverse impacts than any geographic 
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split alternative for the 415 NPA. \Vc believc the problems with an overlay can 

be adequately 1l1iligated through appropriate cllston1er education and through 

the practical experiencc of customers making calls within region subject to the 

415 NPA overlay. Accordingly, we approve the overlay oplim\ lor the 415 NPA, 

and direct NANPA and the InduslryTeaJ\\ to move expeditiously to implement 

theover)ay to relieve exhaustion of the 415 NPA. 

IX. Comments on Draft Decision 

The dralt decision of thc ALJ in t.his ina·tler was mailed to the parties in 

accordance with Pub. Util. Code § 311(g) an? Rttle 77.1 of the Rules of Practice 

and Procedure. Opening (Omnlents were filed on March 22, 1999 and reply 

comments Were filed on ~1arch .29, 1999. \~e have incorporated the comments as 

appropriate in finalizing lh~ dedsiulls. 

Findings of Fact 
1. Area code relief is needed due to the impending exhaustion of NXX codes 

in the 415.NPA prOjected to occur during the second quarter of 2000. 

2. NANPA convcned a series of I1\eetings with the telecommunications 

Industry Planning Team to discuss and develop reliel alternatives (or the 

415 NPA. 

3. The industry (('alll eliminated alternative plans which failed to meet the 

designated criteria, and reached consensus on an overlay relief plan. 

4. TIle Commission has stated in D.96·08·028 that "before an overlay could be 

approved, there must be reasonable assurance that permanent LNP would be 

fully implemented before the overl"y became opcrational. lI 

5. \Vilhout permancnt LNP, an overlay in the 415 NPA would not be 

competitively neutral. 
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6. Absent the availability of LNP, customers sttbjcct to an o\'erlay might have 

to change their area code merely as a result of changing service providers, 

p1adng CLCs at a competitive disadvantage. 

7. FCC Order 96-286 established that all carriers, both incumbents and new 

entrants, n\ust provide LNP in the 100 largest MSAs to all requesting 

telecommunications carriers, by December 31,1998. 

B. Under the schedule adopted by the FCC, LNP deployment in the 

San Francisco MSA was to be completed by December 31, 1998. 

9. By any reasonable measure, there is an ample cushion of tillie to allow for 

any remaining debugg·ing?f the LNP implementiltion and stm have LNP fully 

operational within the.415 NPA before the scheduled opening of the overlay . 
.. ' . . . . ... 

10. FCC Oider 96-333 required that every carrier was to be assured ~f at least 
~ . 

one NXX code in the existing area code dueing the 90-day period preceding the 

introduction of any overlay which nlay be approved. 

It. In view of the contingency me<lsures adopted in this decision, su((ident 

NXX codes will be available to permit the NANPA to assign at least one ('ode in 

the- 415 NPA to each certified carrier within the service area who docs not 

presently h<lve one- during the last 90 days ptt'Ceding the opening of the overlay, 

as required by the FCC. 

12. Since it takes 66 days for the NANPA to complete the code opening 

process, a schedule is needed for carriers to notify the NANPA of their code 

orders sufficiently in advance to aHow the codes to bc' opened on a timely basis. 

13. The Code Section 7931 requirement for a permissive and Illandatory 

dialing period only applies where existing area codes arc changed as part of a 

relief plan to acquaint customers with the area code change. 

14. Since the area codc for e~isting telephone numbers docs not change in an 

overlay, the permissive or mandatory dialing as defined in Pub. Ulil. Code . 
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Section 7931 does not apply, although a transitional period is stillilced to educate 

customers before a new area code overlay is established through an overlay. 

15. 0.96-12-086 required mandatory 1 + to-digit dialing \vithin the region 

subject to an overlay to prevent an anticon\petitivc dialing disparity between 

customers of competing carricrs who lacked equivalcnt aCccss to NXX codes in 

theoJd NPA. 

16. 0.96-12-086 required that a clistOrller education progran'l be instituted at 

least 12 nlonlhs before a~ overlay w'ouid take eHect explaining the llew 

mandatory 1 + 10-digit dialing requiren\cnts and the overlay plan to the public. 

17. 0.96-12-086 directed that, UpOI\ activation of the overlay area (ode, 

customers who dial seven digits will hear an instructional recording informing 

them of the 1 + to-digit dialing requirement. 

. 18~ D.96-12-086 identified certaitilltinimum elenlcnts to be included in the 

customer education plan, including an explanation why mandatory 1+ lO-digit 

dialing is necessary, and assurance that the change in their dialing patterns will . 

not afled the rates charged (or calls. 

19. The results o( the consunler preference poll reviewed in 0.96-12-086 must 

be evaluated in light of the incr~asil\g hardship of cumulat.ive chal\gcs in area 

code, and the difficulty in fairly devising succes.sive spHts of the same NPA ov--.r 

time. 

20. As the 415 NPA faces further shrinkage in the current proposal for code 

reHef, the dri\\ving of boundaries that minimize the spHtting of local communities 

becomes increasingly difficult. 

21. TIle shorter the NPA life, the more frequently cllstomers must be subjected 

to the disruptions and hardships that come with changing area codes yet again. 
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22. Thc overlay avoids the contcntiousness of drawing I\ew NPA boundaries 

by leaving eXisting boundaries intact, and avoids thc need for existing (UstOillers 

to change their eXisting telcphone number area code. 

23. OVcr the long-term, ovcrlays tend to divide con\numities inasilluch as 

commutiities will not be identifiable by a single area co4e. Over the long term, 

this e[(ed ma}' be nlore ptmlounced thal\ the (Onln\unity rifts that at~ introduced' " 

by area code splits. 

24. A geographic split creatcs ccoJ'lomic hardships particularly on affected 

businesses whkh must notify customers of Mca code changes, and change 

business cards/letterheads, advertisements, etc. 

25. With an overlay, geographic boundaries no longer define a single' NPA, 

thereby eliminating the ad\'antage of having gcographically-defined NPA 

: boundaries as a means of identifying ~nd unifying COn\lllunities of illteiest. 

26. A business may consider an assignment of the overlay NP A less desirable 

than the original NPA, since customers may perceive the business with the new 

NPA to be newer or less established than the neighboring business that retains 

the more recognized original NPA. 

27. Pacific possess the majority of NXX codes in the 415 NPA, and like other 

carriers n\ay seck to offer numbers to custontets from NXX codes in the 415 NPA 

after the overlay as a marketing tool. 

28. Nmnber pooling can promote more competitively neutml access to 

numbering resources for aU participating carriers by enabling multiple carriers to 

share a single NXX code through the technology associated with permanent LNP. 

29. An audit of code utilization within the industry will be required to 

determine the maximum number of NXXs or blocks of 1,000 Ilmllbcrs that can be 

recovered from pooling participants for sharing. 
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30. \Vith an overlay, cllstomers will experiencc the loss of seven-digit dialing 

lor calls within the same NPA. 

31. It\ the conslinter preference surveys reviewed in D.96·12~086, cilstonters 

placed significant value on the ability to dial only seVcJ\ digits for calls within the 

NPA . 

. 32. Although customers in the 415 NPA may already be accus~t()mcd to di·aling . 

1 + 10 digits (or a portion ot their calls, the overlay will still require· thent to learn 

that calls within the same arca code also require 1+ to-digit dialing. 

33. With the overlay, customers with n\u1tiple"Jinesat the same location 

seeking to add additional Jines may only be able to obta,in the additional lines 

under the new area ~ode, resulting in two area codesafthe ~an\e location. 

34. \Vhite both the overlay and geographk split have certain adv~tse impacts, . 

the overlay will have less overall acl\'erse in\pacts than the geographic split 

altcrnative proposed (or the 415 NPA. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. The adopted rdief plan should be the alternative which best satisfies the 

criteria applied by the Industry Team in their selection of reliei alternatives, 

namely: 

a. l\1inimize end users' confusion. 

b. Balance the cost c)f implementation for all affccted parties. 

c. Provide that customers who undergo nun\ber changes shall not be 
required to change again (or a period of eight to 10 years. 

d. Not favor a particular intcrest group. 

e. Cover a period oC at least five years beyond the predicted date of 
exhaustion. 

f. Provide that all of the c()d~s it\ a given area ~han exhaust about the 
sarne time in the case o( splits. In practice, this may not be possible, but 
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scVcre imb.llances, for exan1p)c, a difference in NPA lifetimes of more 
than 15 years~ should be avoided. 

g. Comply with statc and federal statutes, rulings .,nd orders. -

2: In order to qualify [or approval, the overlay plan Ollist nleet the minimulll 

criteria established by this COllllllission and by the FCC [or competitive 

neutrality at the date by which the overlay would take effect. 

3. The adoption of the proposed oVcrJa}' for the 415 NPA satisfies the 

prescribed criteria {or competitive neutrality; and prOVides the best overall -

solution based upon the relief planning aiteria applied by the Industry Teanl: 

4. The proposed overlay plan should be approved in-accordance with the 

terms aJld conditions adopted in the order below. 

5. The cllstomer education program to a(,quaint customers with mandatory 

1 + lO-digit dialing aJid the overlay, as -ordef<xtin 0.96-12-086, shOUld incorporate 

the features set forth below. 

6. Since perrnissive 1 + lO-digit dialing already is in place (or some 

telecornn\ltnications c(lrriers~ customers should be encouraged to voluntarily dial 

1 + lO·digits (or calls, where permissive 1 + to-dialing is available within their NPA 

as part of the education program during the year leading up to the overlay. 

CustOlHers shall be directed to contact their tclecommunications carrier in order 

to determine whethcr permissive 1 + 10 is available in their area. 

7. The recorded instructional announcement alerting customers who dial 

seven digits to dial 1 + 10-digits should be continued indefinitely by all 

telecommunications carriers follOWing the date mandatory 1 + 10· digit dialing 

begilllling the 415 NI'A in preparation (or the overlay area code. 

S. The public education plan should focus attention on the education of all 

classes of customers including children, the cldcrly~ the disabled, as weU as to the 

non·English speaking in the current 415 NPA. 
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9. The educ<ltion progranl should cover customers in adjacent NPAs, since 

customers therein will still be impacted by the 415 NPA dialing requirements to 

the extent they temporarily visit and tnake calls within thc'4l5 NPA region. 

10. To a lesser extent, some public education regarding this overlay plan needs 

to be conducted on a statewide basis, recognizing that California is a highly 

n)obile state, and residents from other California regions may have occasio~·t~· 
travel into the 415 NPA calling area. 

11. The industry should give priority to t\otifyingsecurity alarn\ companies, 

customers with PBXs, and other entities \\thich will need to reprogran\ equipment 

as a result of the change to Jllandatory 1:" lO-digit dialing. . .. . . . 
12. The COInmission shou1c:i pla(c a high priority OIl promoting the . .. ~ ." .. 

dcvclopnlent of measures to pr()l~,()te t.he effici~n~ utilization of NXX codes so 

. that CLCs are not competitivel)' disadvantaged by limited access to numbering 
- . . : ~ .. 

resources after the overlay is established. 

13. Upon review of the turther ~omn\cnts to be solicited by the ALj, the 

Comtnission should make a further assessment of appropriate measures needed 

to protect existing l,OOO-J\umber blocks frolll. (ontamination pending 

implementation of number pooling. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The proposed overlay plan for the 415 NUIl)bering Plan Area (NPA) as 
presented by the North American Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA) 

identilied as Alternative 5 as amended within this Order is hereby approved. 

2. All telephone corpomtions shall implement permissive 1 + to-digit dialing 

by October 21, 1999 al\d nlandatory 1 + lO·digit dialing on July 24, 2000 (or all calls 

in the 415 NPA. 
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3. All telephone corporations arc hereby ordered to proceed with all due 

diligence to expeditiously hnplement the approved 415 NPA overlay relief plan, 

with the neW area code overlay to take effect on October 21", 2000. 

4. No later than June 1999, the NANPA shall notify the general public by 

press release regarding the new area code to be assigned as an overJay (overing 

the same geographic area as the existing 415 area code. The notice shall set forth· 

the schedule for mandatory 1 + 10-digit "dialing effective July 24, 2000 and for the 

neW area code to be activated e(fccti'.'e October 21, 2000. 

5. Each telephone corporation, including paging companies and rescUers, . 

serving the gc<>graphic area covered by the existing 415 NPA shall give written 

notice to Us affected customers of the adopted 415 NPA overlay felief plall 
, 

" without delay and no later than Jime 1999. The notice shall advise customers as 

. to whether that telephone corporation oUers permissive 1 + to-digit dialing to 

reach numbers within their own area code in preparation for the pending 

overlay, and that 1 + to-digit dialing will become mandatory within the 

boundaries of the 4t5 area (ode as a result of the hew overlay area code and that 

such dialing \vill be effective on JuI}' 24, 2000. 

6. The NANPA shall provide nationwide notification of the adopted 415 NPA 

relid plan by no later than October 1999. 

7. The NANPA shall convene an JndtlstryTeam meeting within 60 days 

following the c(fcctivc date of this decision for the purpose of developing 

consensus on the implcmcnt<llion of the public cdUCtltion program for the 

o\'crlay to include, at a minimum, the clements discussed in Decision 

(D.) 96-12-086, and in the conclusions of law above, and the schedule (or 

mandatory 1 + 10 digit dialing. 

8. The public education program shall give first priorit}' to (ocusing on the 

415 NPA and surrounding are<lS, and provide (or a combination of press rclcclscS, 
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television and radio announcements, and hilling inserts explaining the e(feels of 

the overlay. 

9. The Industry Te.1m shall submit a draft proposal of tile public education 

prograrn to the COhlfnission's Consumer Scrvkes and Telecom~1\unications 

Divisions and Public Advisor's Office, including a proposed budget and (undh'g 

proposal, for review and approval as scheduled by the assigned Administrative· 

Law Judge (AL)). The review and approval shall be (oordinaled among the 

Public Advisor, the Consumer Sen'kes and Telecommunications Divisions, the 

~ssigned ALl, the Coordinating Con\missioner (or telecommunications, and the 

Assigned Commissioner. 

to. Any existing certificated ladlities·based competitive local carrier (CLC) 

\vhich has not previously been assigned a 415 NPA NXX code, shall file a 

"Statement of Intent" with the California Code Administrator (CNCA) if it seeks 

to be assigned such a code in the 90 days prior to the implcment.ltion of the 

overlay, to be filed by Scpteo1ber 30, 1999. 

11. Any new fadHties 4 based CLCs becoming certificated or intending to 

become certified between September 30, 1999, and the activation of the overlay 

NPA in October 2000 shall be required to notify the NANPA within 30 days of 

certification if they intend to request a 415 NPA NXX code prior to October 2000. 

12. The NANPA shall reserve the requisite NXX codes to satisfy the FCC code 

assignment requirentent within the 415 NPA. 

13. To the extent NXX codes arc needed to J)1cet the FCC requirement, 

additional codes shall be reserved (rom the lottery to be made available to new 

cntr(lnts without any codes in the 415 NPA who require one. 

14. Within the fina190 days preceding the opening of the overlay NPA, the 

NANPA shall declare a freeze on Curther assignments of 415 NPA codes, with the 

exception of new entrants who require one code to satisfy FCC requirements. 
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The Commission, on its own 111Otion or at the request of the NANPA, reSCfves the 

option to rec\'aluate this freeze as the availability of NXX codes through 

October 2000. 

15. The Commission shall further consider appropriate measures regarding 

the assignnlent of telephone numbers (rom NXX codes in the 415 NPA after the 

overlay NPA is activated in order to pic;>nlote c()Jllpetitive neutrality .. 

16. Pacific shall file a report on April 23, 1999, reporting as to whether full 

LNP has been implemented in the 415 NPA induding identification and 

rectification of any LNP-telated call coillpletion problen\s. The report shall be 

sCr\'ed On par lies of record. 

17. The NXX codes in the 415 NPA shall remain subject to lottery rationing 

with the remaining NXX codcs in the 415 NPA havc been exhausted. 

18. A limited exception to the policy adopted in 0.96-12-086 isgrantcd to 

permit the 415 NPA overlaylo be ill\plemented prior to January 1,2001. 

This order is effective today. 

D.lfed April I, 1999, at San Francisco1 Cali(ornja~ 
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